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About the National Science Foundation

Thc,atina,scii.,,ci. Foundation is an independ-
ent federal agency created hy the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950 (P.I... 81-507). It's aim is to
promote and advance scientific progress in the
1 flited States. The idea of such a foundation was an
outgrowth of the important contributions made by
science and technoloa during World War 11. From
those first days. NSF has had a unique place in the
federal government: it is responsible for the overall
health of science and engineering across all disci-
plines. In contrast, other federal agencies support
research kwused on specific missions, such as health
or defense. The Foundation is also committed to
expanding the nation's supply of scientists, engi-
neers. and science educators.

NSF hinds research Ind education in science
and engineering. It clues this through grants and
contracts to more than 20(10 colleges, universities,
and other research institutions in all parts of the
I .nited States. The Foundation accounts k )r about 25
percent of federal support to academic institutions
for basic research.

NSF receives more than 3-7,000 proposals each
year for research, graduate and postdc Kloral fellow-
ships. and math 'science engineering education
projects: it makes more than 1-7,0( awards. 'These
typically go to universities. colleges. academic
consortia. nonprofit institutions. and small busi-
nesses. The agency operates no laboratories itself
but does suppc irt National Research Centers. certain
oceanographic Vessels. and MIMEO( research
stations. The Foundation also supports cooperative
research between universities and industry and 1 ".S.
participation in international scientific efforts.

The Foundation is I'llillly a presidentially ap-
pointed I )irectur and HMO (If 2.1 scientists and engi-
neers. including top university and inclusuy officials.

NSF is structured much like a university, with
grant-making divisions for 0 le various diciplines and
fields of science and engineering. The Foundation',

staff is helped by advisors, primarily from the
scientific community. who serve on formal C0111111it-

tees or as ad hoc reviewers If proposals. This
advisory system. which k )(limes On both program
direction and specific proposals. involves more than
59.000 scientists and engineers a year. NSF staff
members who are experts in a certain field or area
make award decisions; applicants get unsigned
copies of peer reviews.

Awardees are wholly responsible for doing their
research and preparing the results fur publication.
Thus the Foundation does not assume responsibility
for such findings or their interpretation.

NSF welcomes proposals on behalf. of all
qualified scientists and engineers and strongly
encourages women. minorities, and persons with
disabilities to compete fully in its programs.

In accordance with federal statutes and regula-
tions and I NSF policies. no person on grounds of
race. color, age. sex. national origin. or disability
shall be excluded from participation in, denied the
benefits of. or be subject to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving financial assistance
from the National Science Foundation.

Facilitation Awards for I landiCapped Scientists
and Engineers ( FAI 1) provide funding for special
assistance or equipment to enable persons with
disabilities (investigators and other staff. including
student research assistants) to Wurli an NSF

project. See the FAI I announcement or contact the
FAI I Coordinator at (202) ii--7150.

The Nat is mill Science Foundation has '1'I )1)

( Telephunic I )(Tice for the Dean capability, which
cnablcs individuals with hearing impairment to
communicate with the I )ivi!.ion of Personnel and
Management about NSF programs. employment. or
general 111101111M This number is (202) 35"--102.
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DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT

Mem

Erich Bloch

Into Our 40th Year

this decade ends, the National Science
Foundation will begin its 40th year of existence.
Although still a relatively young federal agency, we
are much different from the small foundation
launched in the post-World War II era. Our first
budget, in 1951, was $151,000; for Fiscal Year 1990,
the appropriation passed $2 billion for the first
time. In 1952 we awarded 28 research grants; now
we receive more than 37,500 proposals annually
and make more than 16,000 awards a year.

Our nation's place in the world and in science,
engineering, and technology also has changed
greatly. Forty years ago, the United States was
secure in its technological lead and the competitive
power of its industries. Today more and more of
our industries find it difficult to compete in the
world market. We face not only tough economic
competition, but also technological and scientific
competition. Indeed, some observers assert that
we are in a new Sputnik era, a time when the
United States must again keep pace with the
achievements of other nations in science, technol-
ogy and education.

Because of this new environment, we stress the
need for cooperation in the science and technology
community: across science and engineering
disciplines, between large and small projects,
across international boundaries, between groups
and individuals, among federal agencies, and
among universities, industry, and government. This
report describes some of those collaborations; they
take place through such NSF programs as Engineer-
ing Research Centers, Materials Research Groups,
Supercomputer Centers, and Long-Term Ecological
V _.search sites. This philosophy is also embedded
in the Presidential Young Investigator program and
in many individual investigator grants. which are
and will remain the mainstay of NSF's activities.



We also stress science and engineering educa-
tionnot a new theme, to be sure, but once again
a critical one. That's why we have made it one of
two "Special Focus" sections in this annual report,
along with another current intportant topic, Geo-
sciences/Global Change.

At NSF, we think that one of the best ways to
boost education is to foster new talent in science
and technology, and especially to tap underused
human resources such as minority groups. women,
and disabled persons. Focusing on those groups is
not only a question of equity, but a step to satisfy a
nation need: As we face a smaller supply of
college-age youth, the pending retirement of older
scientists and engineers, and the return home of
many U.S.-educated foreign studentsall this at a
time when we are more reliant on technology and
need technically trained people more than ever
we need to mobilize all of our human resources.

We must also improve the level of understanding
of the larger public about science and technology,
so that all our citizens can be better informed in this
technology-dominated age. From the National
Science Board's biennial report, Science and Engi-
neering Indicators, we know that public support
for science is high. even when science literacy is
not. We also know from other sources that people
are going to museums in growing numbers and
watching television programs that convey the ex-
citement of science. engineering, and mathematics.
NSF is proud to be a supporter of museums and
media efforts, as described in the later chapter on
education and outreach.

And who could fail to be itipressecl by achieve-
ments like the ones described in this report: ocean-
bottom and celestial discoveries, work with super-
conducting materials. advances in mathematics,
robotics, supercomputers. and many others. flow
these discoveries will affect our lives is hard to fath-
om. Just as the now-common medical diagnostic
technique of magnetic resonance imaging sprang
from early work in physics, many of today's dis-
coveries will find unforeseen applications.

As we move into the 1990's then. our aims are
clear:

To pursue vigorously the goal NSF has had since
its founding in 1950: promoting the overall
health of science. This means supporting the
Very best research in every field, the best meth-
ods of research, and the needed infrastructure,
such as facilities and equipment.
To continue our support for, and emphasis on,
better science. engineering, and mathematics
ducation in schools and colleges, and to

develop this country's human talent base fully.
To foster cooperation and partnerships in
research and education. This includes cross-
disciplinary, international. interaF, _ncy, and other
joint research efforts between the academic, gov-
ernment, and private sectors of our society. It
also includes sharing the useand possibly the
fundingof the sophisticated, expensive equip-
ment and instrumentation needed for modern
research.
To achieve a higher level of public literacy and
public awareness about science and technology
through media and outreach activities such as
National Science and Technology Week aryl by
sponsoring television presentations like "The
Mind."

Our budget strategy and long-range plans reflect
these aims. They are supported by the new Admini-
stration in its commitment to doubling the NSF
budget by 1993. But these issues can only be
addressed if our other partnersthe academic
community. industry and business, state and local
government. nonprofit organizations, and other
federal agenciespLy their part in this important
endeavor.

If we successfully marshal! our resources and
talent. the 1990's will he an age of unprecedented
excitement and achievement. not only for science
and technology but for the country's competitive-
ness as well. At NSF. we're ready for both the hard
work and rewards that the new do Lade promises.
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RESEARCH NOTES

Unravelling the genetic code.

Cal Tech's Leroy Hood is shown

with the prototype of a DNA se-

quencer, a machine that reads

the sequence of repeating units

in the genetic material of cells.

Hood's team has developed a

computer chip and software

that greatly speed interpreta-

tion of such sequences.

Genetic Chip

n the world of genetics, a single mutation canI
have far-reaching consequences: A chance altera-
tion may change eye color in a fly or can lead to a
genetic disease such as sickle-cell anemia in human
beings. To advance our understanding of biol-
ogyincluding how living systems work and why
failures such as genetic disease occurscientists
aim to identify the unique sequence of chemicals
called nucleotides that make up each DNA strand

I
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on every chromosome. The entire genetic se-
quence, Or genome. for humans is a daunting 3
billion nucleotides. Rut getting the complete DNA
sequence is less than half the ellOrt; deciphering its
meaning and function is far more difficult. Thanks
to a new computer chip and special software
tailored at an NSF research center for molecular
biology and biotechnAlogy. that mammoth analyti-
cal task has become easier to tackle.

The chip enables scientists to detect similarities
and patterns in the burgeoning data on genetic se-
quences hundreds of times faster than had been
possible with the most advanced supercomputers.
Until recently, state-of-the-an computers typically
required an entire day to compare rigorously the
nucleotide pattern of typical 10.000-unit gene
with the millions of nucleotide units stored in
existing databases, according to Leroy Hood. Ile is
director of NSF's Science and Technology Research

Center at the California Institute of Technology.'
But the new device, adapted at the center from a
chip designed for pattern scanning by TRW. Inc..
cuts analyzing time to 10 minutes.

The chip's power lies in an assembly-line
approach to handling the large amounts of genetic
data. Instead of waiting for separate operations to
be performed one-by-one on the DNA sequences.
it performs several analytical operations simulta-
neously at different points in the stream of data.

Hood's team, headed by computer scientist
dim thinkamfier, has written software for the chip
to identify similarities and patterns among DNA
sequences in the database. Identification of such
patterns can lead to the recognition of nucleo-
tide sequences that govern life processes at a
genetic level. permitting insight into how cells
grow. divide, and become specialized. In turn, this
information will contribute to our understanding of
biological events ranging from photosynthesis to
brain function. Sequence ink wmation also has
important medical applications, since imitations in
sequences may trigger disease.

Scientists believe the chip software invention.
in prototype form at this writing. will become
critical for analyzing I )NA data as the number (if'

'S. "first Sea licsiari li ( Lilo( in this set u, ii. flue

Call el (enter is ()tic ul tlicsc

sequenced nucleotides. now totalling 30 million.
increases several hundredfold over the next few
decades. Listing each nucleotide sequence in the
human genome. even though represented by a
single letter. would fill up millions of pages of
paper. A commercial version of the prototype chip.
estimated to be available by the early 1990's.
should enable molecular biologists to perform at
their small computer work stations the kind of
complex analysis of DNA data once limited to
supercomputers.

Atomic Fountain Created;
Decay of Z Particle

Relying on pulses of laser light to push a
stream of aton up and the force of gravity to
bring them back down. physicist Steven Gins and

his colleagues at Stanford University have created

Atom manipulation. ht physicist Steven Chtes

this vacuum can is used to laser cool and trap

sodium atoms, which are then launched upwards

to create an "atomic fountain."
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The stuff of matter. In this computer image,

research( s at the Stanford Linear Accelerator

capture a 1 particle (center) decaying into eight

subatomic particles that fan out along the red

lines. (The vietv is looking through a barrel-

shaped detector. N indicates particles leaving

the north end; S indicates particles leaving the

south end of the detector.)

an atomic fountain. The fountain enables scientists
to measure for more than a quarter Of a second
the energy levels of excited atoms as they return

to lower energy states. According to the laws of
quantum mechanics, such long-term measurements

yield extremely precise determinations of the fre-
quency difference between atomic energy levels
data which form the basis for establishing a newer,
more accurate atomic clock for time standards.

To create the fountain, the Stanford team used
a laser to slow down a stream of sodium atoms.
They then confined the atoms in a trap formed by
laser beams and magnetic fields. After cooling the
atoms, the researchers turned off the trap and
launched the atoms upwards with a single laser
pulse. The atoms, momentarily excited to a higher
energy level by the laser pulse, make a transition to
a lower energy level as they fall hack clown. In a
later version of the experiment, the scientists were
able to keep the trap going continuously. con-
stantly collecting new atoms for the fountain and
increasing by a thousand the number of measure-
ments possible in a given time period. Chu believes
his fountain has the potential to create an atomic
clock several times as accurate as the standard
atomic time keeper.

In other physics research, NSF-funded teams at
Stanford University's Linear Collider (a Department
of Energy facility) and the Large Electron-Positron
Collider in Geneva. Switzerland. helped confirm
that only three families of elementary paoicles
exist. They clid so in making precise measurements
of the decay of Z particlesmassive elementary
particles created when electrons collide at high
energies with positrons, their antimatter counter-
part. The short-lived Z is one of three messenger
particles that carry from one subatomic particle to
another the weak force, which governs certain
types of radioactive decay.

The results of this research help confirm the
so-called standard mc )(lel of elementary particles.

which assumes that matter consists of two types of
particles--quarks and leptons. A third gmtip. cane('
bosons. acts its messengers to carry the forces of
nature between p;irticles in the other two groups.
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Possible Unborn Galaxy;
Giant Solar Flare

stronoers believe they have found for theA m

first time a galaxy still in its birth throes. some 10
billion years alter galaxies such as our Milky Way
were believed to be born, A rare new "pnitogal-
axy,- or unborn galaxy, was sighted by radio
astronomers Martha P. Haynes of Cornell 1)iiver-
sity and /?kcarda Giavandh, who heads the radio
astronomy group at the NSF-supported radio tele-
scope in Arecibo. Puerto Rico. The discovery is
doubly exciting. noted Haynes, because the
protogalaxy--made of hydrtgen gas that has not yet
condensed to km stars or planets - -is a relative!)
close 65 million light years away, making continu-
ing observations from earth relatively easy.

For years astronomers had searched unsuc-
cessfully fit' such unborn galaxies, and I laynes had
been looking since her 1970 doctoral dissertation.
But 13 years later. she and (;i0Vaill'Ili Mild(' their
discovery of a hydrogen di itid by accident. '('hey
had focused the 1.000-foil dish of the Arecibo
telescope at ',I presumably empty regi. in of ski in
order to calil irate the instrument. Instead, the
astronomers unexpectedly detected radio emis-

sions that signalled t IR* presence of twi) huge

Protogalaxy. Astronomers

Martha Haynes and Riccardo

Giovanelli examine data from

a hydrogen cloud that may be

a galaxy forming. The cloud is

65 million light years away

clumps of hydrogen inside a large. isolated gas
cloud.

A Few other gas clouds had been discovered
before the Arecibo finding, but all were closely
associated with existing galaxies. "This cloud seems
to have I wined independently, in a pocket of space
isolated from other galaxies." said Giovanelli.

Although the cloud, a slowly rotating disc of
hydrogen located south of the Virgo Cluster, is
about 10 times the size of the Milky Way, it appears
to contain few stars and has far less mass than our
own galaxy. Because it has not vet condensed and
collapsed to form a large number of stars, the cloud
may challenge our theories of galaxy formation.

Astronomers knew immediately that the giant
solar flare erupting on \larch 0, 1989, W:Iti the
largest in a decade. But observations over the
folk ,wing weeks showed that the nare heralded

even greater things to cometill' appearance of
record-breaking activity on the solar disk. Tele-
scopes at Sacramento Peak. New. Mexico (part of

the National Solar Observaton . supported by \sr
contributed to the observan( of brilliant flares,
shadowy sunspots. and slim\ ers of charged
panicles bursting horn the sun.

Both sunspots and flares result In In the

9
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Sun activity.

A giant solar

flare erupts

from the sun,

distortions and stretching of huge bands of mag-
netic fields within the sun. Magnetic distortions on
the sun are commonplace, and most of the time
they do not cause an electrical storm. But occasion-
ally the distortions become too intense and the
magnetic fields snap like rubber hands, releasing
vast amounts of energy that concentrate into a solar
flare. Sunspots occur when the same distortions
cause the magnetic bands, usually contained inside
the sun, to break through the surface, leaving on

the solar circumference telltale dark spots 1(K) times
the width of earth.

Such activity is of intense interest to solar
researchers on several counts. Ordinarily invisible
magnetic field lines may become spotlighted by the
hot plasma of a solar flare, and the blasts of X-rays

and showers of electrically charged particles that
strike the earth give a new keyhole for peering into
the sun's interior. The dramatic observations in
early 1989 may have signalled the coming of a

banner year for sunspots and solar flares. (Sunspot
activity follows an 11-year period expected to peak
in 1991.)

I

National Solar Observatory

Supercomputers: Flame Behavior,
Surface Research

From the beginning, lire has fueled civilization,
providing warmth and protection for our ancestors
half a million years ago. But today we still know
relatively little about the structure and dynamics of
the flame. Because of fire's complexity, scientists
have developed computer models to describe its
fluid dynamics and chemistry. Most models empha-
size either dynamics or chemistry. but rarely both.
Now mechanical engineer illachell Smoak, and his
colleagues at Yale University have used the Cornell
National Supercomputer Facility, an NSF-supported
center, to explore the effects of both fluid flow and
chemical structure in four types of flames. Better
understanding of the behavior of certain flames can
help researchers identify how air pollution forms
while they also learn about the Ilame's structure

The study of surfaces and how they evolve-
be they soap bubbles or the facets of a growing
crystalhas prompted collaborations among mathe-
maticians. physicists, and computer scientists. And
the graphic imagery generated by such research
seems to meld art with science.

An international collaboration of mathemati-
cianscoordinated by the l'niversity of Minnesota- -

has developed a computer program that maps the
surface of clusters of crystals. soap bubbles, and

other solids and liquids. given the forces that act on
them (such as gravity and pressure) and such con-
straints as volume and their surroundings. The
program, developed by I 'niversity of Michigan
mathematician Kenneth A. Brakke as part of NSF's
Geometry Supercomputer Project. relies on simi-
larities between materials as seemingly different as

crystals. capillary surfaces, and soap films.

In other surface research. probing the micro-
scopic structure of solids is also a challenge. But in
the scanning tunneling microscope. researchers
have a powerful device that can make atom-by-
atom portraits Of a surface,

1



Such intricate images have revolutionized
materials research, because surface zooms play a
special role in determining many properties of
solids, such as chemical reactivity, resistance to
corrosion, and electronic behavior.

Unlike an optical Or electron microscope, the
scanning tunneling microscope (SIM) does not
actually "see" the surface it probes. Instead, the
instrument uses a quantum phenomenon called
tunneling. A very sharp metal tip is brought ex-
tremely close to the surface, leaving a gap only a
few angstroms wide. A small voltage between the
tip and the surface forces a very small electrical
current across the gap. This tunneling current is
extremely sensitive to small variations in the width
01' the gap--so sensitive in fact that in scanning the
tip over the SU 111 'e, atom-size features show up as
large changes in the tunneling current. Thus the
tip's scan generates a precise topographic map of
the surface.

Model flame.

In this supercom-

puter-generated

image, the hottest

sections of aflame

have the hottest

colors.
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Soap bubble cluster. As discovered in surface

research, this group of six bubbles is the smallest
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The microscope's tip has also been used to
make atom-sized dents in materials and as a

miniature transporter, picking up a mere nuflecule
of material at one spot and putting it down some-
place else. Because the microscope relies on de-
tecting electrical current between the tip and the
surface. it works best with materials that are good
electrical conductors. But more recently, research-
ers have used the instrument to probe the surface
structure of 1)NA and other molecules of life.

STM results. In the Materials Research Laboratory at the University of

Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, researcher Joseph W. Lyding has developed the

world's first variable-temperature scanning tunneling electron microscope

(STM). This illustration shows false-color STM images of carbon atoms on a

graphite surfaLr to temperatures from 370K (2071) to as low as 125K(-234F).



Chemists Create New State
of Matter, Advance in Study
of Transition States

Trapping one molecule inside another like a
Tinker Toy prison, a UCLA research team led by
Domicil Gram says it has created a new state of
matter. Possible applications for the discovery
might one day include new types of liquid crystals,
new catalysts to promote chemical reactions,
improved techniques for imaging the body, and
new methods for delivering anticancer and other
drugs.

Cram, who received the 1987 Nobel Prize in
chemistry, calls the new molecules "carceplexes,"
from the Latin word for prison. Each carceplex
contains a "carcerand," or hollow molecule that
forms the jail cell walls for the "guest" molecule it
traps inside. The guest molecule, Cram says,
possesses a state of matter different from solids,
liquids, gases, or plasmas.

Cram and his co-workers have worked on
carceplexes for several ) ears, but in 1989 they
succeeded in making purified crystals of the
compounds, enabling the researchers to perform
detailed structural studies. The crux of these corn-
pounds relies on carbon atoms, which chemically
hind to other atoms in shapes resembling flexible
Tinker Toys. Cram's team members formed mo-
lecular cages or prisons by fitting together several
of these carbon-based shapes; they found that they
could trap a smaller molecule inside while chemi-
cally constructing the Tinker-Toy-like prison walls.

Surprisingly, the group found that the trapped
molecule, although locked into a rigid crystal
structure, appeared free to rotate or change
direction at random, depending on its shape and
size relative to its prison walls. By applying mag-
netic fields, the researchers discovered they could
control the orientation of the trapped molecules.
For example, cylindrical prison molecule~ could
rotate only around their long axis, while short
molecules could rotate in several directions,
presumably because their smaller size allowed
more mobility within the chemical prison.

While Cram notes that his group invented the

T. O'Donnell, UCLA

it

Ada

aft

carceplexes to understand basic principles, the
research may eventually have several dramatic
payoffs. For example, a radioactive molecule that is
chemically poisonous in the free state might he
placed as a prisoner inside a larger molecule that
attaches to a cancer cell. This would allow the
imprisoned radioisotope to kill the cancer cell with-
out harming healthy cells nearby.

In studying transition states, scientists for years
determined many details of chemical reactions by

analyzing before-and-after pictures of the initial
reactants and the final products. But there were no
eyewitness accounts of reaction. That
scenario changed when NSF-backed researchers.
using ultrashort pulses of laser light, glimpsed for
the first time how atoms change partners in a
chemical reaction--even one that is shorter than a
millionth of a millionth of a second. This work was
done at Cal Tech. the 'niversity of Chicago, the
University of Pennsylvania, IV-Berkeley. and
AT&T Bell Labs.

Scientists say the laser technique provides a
groundbreaking first look at the birth of molecules
I.( wined as intermediate or transition compounds

when two substances begin a chemical reaction.
\X'hen molecules in a reaction encounter each
other, they usually form high-energy. loosely
bound complexes Of molecules --111C Iransition
states before forming products. I sually the

/3

New phase of

matter. Nobel

laureate Donald

Cram holds the

type of molecular

model be uses to

design "carceplex"

molecules.
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Vitrafast chemistry. Ahmed Zewail (wearing tie)

and members of his CalTech research group

gather around a laser set-up designed to measure

ultrqfast chemical reactions,

A. Zemin, CalTech

Laser table. A pencil-thin beam of laser light

travels through prisms and lenses, then bounces

off mirrors, illuminating equipment used to

measure ultra ast chemical reactions.

transition state lasts for so short a time that it is
impossible to study. But by adding pulsed laser
light at just the right moment, the transition state
can he detected directly or converted to a stable
state with a similar geometry.

Chemists also use laser pulses to break up
single molecules or bimolecular compounds into
fragments. Transition states are observed as they
lose energy and decay into the final products, emit-
ting a characteristic pattern of radiation in the
process

The new information on transition states tells
chemists such things as how energy is distributed
inside isolated molecules or between molecules
sharing a common bond. In addition, the laser
technique holds the potential for directing chem-
ical reactions to produce specific products.

Biodegradable Plastics; Bacteria
That Secrete Polymers

esearchers have developed new biodegrad-
able plastics and novel methods for recycling con-
ventional, long-lasting plastics. The findings are
welcome news because synthetic plastics have an
estimated lifetime of hundreds of years in soil,
harming both soil and wildlife. A study conducted
for the Environmental Protection Agency showed
only about 1 percent of plastics are recycled, even
though they account for about 76 percent by
weight of trash dumped in U.S. landfills.

At the Center for Plastics Recycling Research
at Rutgers University, an NSF Industry-University

Cooperative Research Center, scientists have devel-
oped and licensed an economical large-scale recy-
cling system. It detects certain types of plastic soft
drink bottles and high-density polyethylene
containers and separates them from other plastic
debris. The containers can then be reused. A new
plant at Logan Township in southern New jersey
will he the first to use the recycling system. And
what about other, noncontainer plastics? The
research center also has a model system that

extrudes materials mixed from the remaining
pigsties: those materials can be used to make park
benches or parking lot Hocks.



At the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
polymer chemist Robert Lenz and biochemist
P. Clinton Fuller study bacteria that produce
plastics when fed different hydrocarbons. Lenz and
Fuller focus their etforts on coaxing bacteria such
as Alcaligenes eutropbus to create new poi. esters.
The idea may sound surprising because most
polyesters are human-made; nevertheless, just as
plastics are long chains of repeating carbon
compounds, polyesters contain subgroups of
"ester" groups like those found in animal and
vegetable fats and oils. The researchers have
already obtained new polymers with unusual and
desirable properties, and they have worked
intensively with a bacterium that has the potential
to produce a compound of major benefit to the en-
vironment--biodegradable rubber.

World's Oldest Known Rocks Found

S. and Australian scientists say they haveU.
discovered the world's oldest known rocks, two
3.96 billion-year-old specimens gathered from the
Slave Province, a remote region of Canada in the
Northwest Territories. The oldest rocks previously
known were found in Greenland (3.82 billion years
old) and Antarctica (3.87 billion years old).

Samuel A. Bou'ring. an earth and planetary
scientist at Washington University in St. Louis,
reported these findings in the fall of 1989, upon
returning from the laboratory of his Australian
collaborators in Canberra. After hauling some 4,000
pounds of rock to that lab, the team had used the
most advanced technology available to date the
specimens. That technology was the Sensitive High
Mass Resolution Ion Microprobe (SHRIMP), a
highly sophisticated isotope-measuring instrument.

From 1983 through 1989, BovIing and his
students, along with Janet E. King of the Geological
Survey of Canada, searched for and collected
samples from the western Slave Province.

"We've now pushed 100 million years farther
hack in terms of rock we can study, into a period
of earth's history about which we know almost
nothing," said nowring. The rocks found by his

N. Romanenko, Rutgers

Reclaiming plastic. At Rutgers University's Center

for Plastics Recycling Research, Darrell Morrow

poses next to equipment that detects and sepa-

rates certain types of plastic for recycling.

group are apparently unchanged since they formed
in that little-known epoch.

Scientists believe the earth formed approxi-
mately 4.5 billion years ago, but they know very
little about its earliest development. These well-
preserved rocks should help them learn more
about that ancient period.

First S&T Research Centers

n December 1988. Ns! selected the first
awardees for its new Science and Technology
Research Centers program, funding I I centers in 8
states for a total of nearly $25 million. Researchers
ranging in focus from cosmology to storm predic-
tion and from biotechnology to superconductors
began to make their visions reality at university-
based centers in California, Illinois. Michigan. New
Jersey, New York. Oklahoma, Texas. and Virginia.

NSF established these basic research centers to
encourage exploration of problems that are large
scale or may require extended time and special fa-
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cilities or collaborations to tackle. The Foundation
required applicants to shape their proposals around
a unifying theme, to include a strong educational
component. to provide methods of transferring
basic research ideas to those interested in applying
them, and to establish collaborations with govern-
ment, industry, states, or other interested parties.

Foundation support comes through a coopera-
tive agreement with the university managing the
center. A review after each center's third year will
determine whether funding will he extended or
phased out.

The first S&T centers include these three:

University of Illinois, Champaign- Urbana --
Center for High-Temperature Superconductivity

Investigators emphasize the understanding
of interactions that give rise to high-temperature
superconductors--materials that at a certain tem-
perature lose all resistance to electric current.
Scientists probe superconducting materials to learn
more about their structure and chemical properties,

Air inside a thunder-

storm. Oklahoma's

Center for Analysis and

Prediction of Storms

created this computer

model of an air vortex

inside a mature thunder-

storm. Like water going

down a drain, the rising

air spins around each

line with warm colors

representing faster

rotation rates.

K Droemenmeler, University of Oklahoma

how they conduct electricity, and how to shape
them into thin films and other usable forms for
circuitry.

Michigan State University--Center in Microbial
Ecology

Beneficial microbes that digest unwanted or
contaminating materials may reduce groundwater
pollution, improve control of plant pests, enhance
the recycling of organic material, and perfect the
products of biotechnology, fermentation, and other
industrial processes. This center draws together
microbiologists, soil scientists, geneticists, chemists,

engineers, and mathematicians in an effort to study
microbes and how they are affected by the environ-
ment.

University of Oklahoma--Center for Analysis and
Prediction of Storms

Focusing on better models for predicting
tornados, flash floods, and severe thunderstorms,
this center fills a gap in understanding weather
phenomena that arise on a scale too small to be



K. Droegenmeier, University of Oklahoma

accounted for by current techniques for data collec-
tion and analysis. Using new ground-based radar
and advanced supercomputers, meteorologists,
mathematicians, and computer scientists work to
develop and test new computer models. Their aim
is to understand more aboutand ultimately
predictregional weather systems that give use to
storms causing widespread damage.

Research on Cracks

Asmall crack in a 50 -dear -old tanker suddenly

expands, ripping the container open from top to
bottom and spilling three-quarters of a million gal-
lons of diesel fuel into the Monongahela River, the
source of drinking water for thousands of people in
Pennsylvania. A I9 -year -old airplane suddenly
ejects the upper half of its fuselage in mid-flight
between Hilo and Ili nolulu, hurling a flight
attendant to her death ai,..'. injuring 61 other people.
And an 85-year-old bridge, a major thoroughfare in
New York City, closes for six weeks because
officials felt years of neglect have brought the
structure to the brink of collapse.

Aging, overloading, insufficient maintenance.
and exposure to the elements have taken their toll
on the nation's multi-trillion dollar public works.
which include bridges, airports, harbors. and
buildings. Asa result, effOrts and expenditures to
repair and rehabilitate these structures have
increased. But to avert disaster, engineers and other
researchers need to know about potential problems
before they occur. Exactly how MU( !I stress is to
much for a concrete bridge? What type of sensors

Warm air rising. This computer image, created

by Oklahoma's center, for Analysis and Predktion

of Storms, simulates a bubble of .Parm air rising

through the lower atmosphere. Warns colors

correspond to the warmest temperatures.

are best to detect cracks in specific construction
materials? How can scientists accurately measure
the remaining life of an office building or suspen-
sion bridge? These research questions are the

domain of an NSF initiative that supports develop-
ment of instruments to probe the health of wood,
concrete, masonry, and steel construction materials
without disturbing or destroying a structure.

Although some detectors already exist, they
often require removal of a sample, leaving a small
but noticeable structural gap that usually requires
repair. Nondestructive methods to probe metals
and materials used in defense are common; the
NSF program, a collaboration among three sections
in NSF's Engineering Directorate, focuses on devel-
oping such nondestructive methods and instru-
ments for the key but often overlooked field of
construction.

Some of these methods use sound waves or
other probes to detect flaws or weaknesses in
concrete and wood. The collapse of several
highway bridges has prompted Frank /Afit/co
and ./ohn A. Orr at the Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tute in Massachusetts to investigate the use of

sensing devices and electronic equipment that
could warn motorists of a bridge failure before it
happens. In collaboration with engineers at Purdue
t 'niversity, Thomas E. Penske at the I niverstty of
Louisville in Kentucky used special detectors on 62
high, ay bridges to measure the displacement and
vibration induced by different types of cars. trucks,
and trailers. The study compared the stability and
strength of several types of bridges, including those
supported by steel beams and reinforced commie.

At Cornell t'niversity. engineer .siorsa-

/one and co-workers tap concrete slabs with a
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special hammer to detect structural flaws. The
pattern of vibraticn echoes generated by the ham-
mer clues the researchers about defects in the
material. Comparison of echoes before and after
,ircssing the material tells the investigators the
impact of various forces on the' concrete. Also at
Cornell, Alan 71 Zehnder uses infrared detectors to
measure the increase in heat generated by crack
formation in materials. Such measurements may
give an early warning sign for defects in many
types of infrastructure's.

In separate but related work, this time sup-
ported by NSF's materials research program.

chemists and physical scientists examine defects in
simple materials in the hope of modelltry flaws in
more complex structure's. Even these simpler
studies involve structural behavior more complex
than meets the eye. The types of materials that
resist cracks differ from those which are best at
slowing the spread of cracks once they form. Yip-
Wah Chum at Northwestern University studies the
effect of chemical environment on crack behavior
in gold. gold-silver alloy. and silver-aluminum alloy
crystals. Chung and his collaborators use a scan-
ning tunneling microscope to image microscopic
cracks and follow the jagged pattern created as
cracks propagate through the crystals.

Such basic studies may help pave the way for
engineers to routinely lace building materials with
electrical, fiber-optic, and other sensors that con-
tinuously monitor structural health.

Innovative Small Business Research

Tractor-trailers, or "big-rig" trucks. may be able
to save up to a billion gallons of fuel per year,
thanks to a device developed under an NSF small
business grant.

The device, called an aerodynamic boat tail,
was developed with a Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) grant to Continuum Dynamics, Inc.
(CI)I ), of Princeton, New Jersey. The tail underwent
tests in NASA's Ames Wind Tunnel, the world's
largest. Thaw tests, conducted by NASA engineers,
showed that drag on the test rig was reduced by
about 10 percent. resulting in the potential fuel
savings. (Drag is a ubiquitous problem with large
trucks; the greater the vehicle's speed, the greater
the pull or drag on it.)

The CM device consists of fins attached to the
rear of a truck. The fins work by causing the air
flowing over the top and sides of the truck to turn
inward at the back, creating a smoother flow that is
shaped like a boat tail. By turning the air flow
inward, drag on the truck is reduced.

A key feature is the ability to stow the device
against the rear door or trailer sides.

SBIR grants have foste're'd other recent success

stories. A grant to Charles Evans & Associates, Inc,

of Redwood City, California, helped the firm
develop and market its advanced imaging detector
system for ion microscopes. This system was on
the market within one year after Phase II of the

grant ended. Sales now exceed 56 million, with 60
percent exported. Customers include such major
companies as IBM. ATc.\!cT. Xerox, Toshiba, and

Nippon Telephone and Telegraph. Another grant
to Radiation Monitoring Devices of Watertown,
Massachusetts. helped introduce an analyzer crit-
ical to quality control of mass produced, glass-

reinforced plasticsused in automobile panels,
computer cases, and telephones.

In FY 1989, NSF awarded 229 grants to small

high technology companies. in an effort to promote
this kind of pioneering research.
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Presidential Teacher Awardees

Each year two outstanding high school or mid-
dle school teachers from every state, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. territories
receive this award. It is intended to encourage
high-quality math and science teachers to enter and
remain in the field. NSF established the award, in
cooperation with the White House and scientific
and professional organizations, in 1983. Some 1989
winners are shown below; these photos were taken
during awards week in Washington, DC (October
1989).

tS ',vit
-,IN .10

Award-winning teachers. Shown here are some

of the 1989 winners of the annual presidential

awards for math and science teaching.

/9
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Chapter I

RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

ir)

idiom the right u)ols and up-to-date labora-W
tones,, even the most talented scientists cannot
hope to conduct cutting-edge research or keep
abreast in their fields. But the costs of replacing and
renovating equipment have skyrocketed. Thus a
continuing coordinated elThrt by academia, indus-
try, and government is needed to help finance the
repair and renoaticm of scientific laboratories.

At NSF, a new facilities office has produced a
report addressing this issue (see chapter 4). Beyond
that, the recognition that research institutions often
cannot afford to buy and maintain the tools and
facilities of modern research has already forged
new collaborations between universities, industry,
and government (both federal and state). And, as
nuxlern research NUN the boundaries between
disciplines. the pooling of resources becomes
welcome and inevitable. For several years, NSF has
pioneered such collaborations by supporting
research centers in astronomy. atmospheric

science. materials research. and more recently)
engineering. supercomputing. and other areas. NSF
also has funded instrumentatic Hi shared by several

research groups. What follows are some recent
examples of these efforts.

Supercomputers
Predicting thunderstorms more accurately.

tracking the changing structure ()I'd newborn star,
designing a better artificial legthese are some of
the applications of supercomputers. Rut just five
years ago few universities had access to these

multimillion dollar machines. which enable scien-
tists to tackle in a few Ili nirs cnnIpik.'N prohiettls that



might he otherwise itupossible to solve or would
require a year's running time on a conventional
computer.

Today, the Foundation estimates that more
than I I ,(101) professors, students, and other re-
searchers in diverse fields use supercomputer
facilitiesthanks to the establishment of NSF
campus centers nationwide. This program has the
active cooperation and financial support of indus-
try, states, and universities. An NSF-supported
communications network. NSFNET, links users
from across the nation to these centers and pro-
vides campuses nationwide with access to the
supercomputers.

During 1989, NSF began to upgrade four of the
supercomputer centersat Cornell University, the
University of Illinois at Champaign, lrbana, the
University of Pittsburgh-Came4ie Mellon Ifniver-
sity, and the liniversity of California at San Diego.
The five-year grants will help develop more
efficient software and expand education and
training in supercomputingall efforts that make it
possible for scientists to explore new problems
using computers.

Site of super-

computer at

UC-San Diego

As part of 'as upgrade, Cornell will receive a
special grant for a second IliN1 supercomputer.
1 he second machine furthers the center's study of
parallel processing a technique in which complex
scientific problems are divided into pieces run
simultaneously on different processors in the same
computer. speeding results. The Cornell center
already uses parallel processing to analyze such
topics as:

How the AIDS epidemic is spreading in New
York City;

The environmental, political. and engineering
aspects of aril rair;
I low sound waves pviletiate eve tissues (in
order to plan better ultrasound treatment for
eye cancers).

Science and Technology Research Centers
The first 11 S&T Research Centers funded by

NSF (see "Research Notes") include the Center for
Research on Parallel Computation. Awarded to Rice
University, this center is a four-way partnership
between Rice, Calech, Los Alamos National
Laboratory. and Argonne National Laboratory.

I
11.111114
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Robert Mullet

New materials.

At Case Western

Reserve University,

Cliff Hayman

(back) and John

Angus are investi-

gating synthetic

diamonds like the

ones magnified

10,000 times in

the inset.

Scientists from all four institutions are cooperating
to develop software and algorithms that can better
recognize and take advantage of the emerging
parallel architectures to be used in scientific
applications requiring high-performance comput-
ing. In addition to equipment available at Rice and
CalTech. facilities at the Advanced Computing
Laboratory at Los Alamos and the Advanced
Onnputing Research Facility at Argonne will be
available for use by center participants.

A donation by Cray Research. Inc. of 2.800
hours of supercomputer time (valued at Si million)
helped boost research at many of the Science and
Technology Research Centers during 1989. Many
investigators at the centers use supercomputers to
run models of complex phenomena. ranging from
the motion of light through molecular clumps de-
posited on photographic hlms to the large-scale
structure of the universe The donation gave scien-
tists access to a Cray-2. a supercomputer that has
the largest memory of any commercially available
computer. For more on SST centers. see "Research
Notes:)

inset: Lawrence Staikoff

New Materials Research Groups
NSF established three new materials research

groups' during 1989. bringinp, the total to 16 at 14
different universities. Investigators at Case Western
Reserve are studying ways in which carbon atoms
nucleate to limn ultra-hard diamond and diamond-
like thin films. Two groups. one at the ive rs it y of

Minnesota. the other at the University of Wisconsin -

Madison. explore different aspects of high-tempera-
ture superconductors. The Minnesota group
focuses on the physical properties of thin films
fabricated from these materials: the Wisconsin
group is concerned with the small grains present in
these materials and how the links between these
grains limit the amount of current that can he ear-
n( LI. Both areas pose fundamental problems that

must be overcome before widespread use of high-
temperature superconductors becomes possible.

Est ,t1s( l spnlisui .1 scpat.ilt. 1)11)gidi11 t II indium rcsc.irt it
hanirabtto.
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Long-Term Ecology Projects
Three research institutions were awarded six-

year grants by NSF to undertake intensive studies of
widely different ecological systems. These systems
include a rain forest in Puerto Rico; a New Mexico
site combining deserts, grasslands, and forests; and
an experimental unrest in Massachusetts (see
chapter 2 for details.

Five Engineering Centers Renewed
NSF renewed for five years Engineering Re-

search Centers at Carnegie Mellon University, the
University of Illinois, Lehigh University, Ohio State
University, and Brigham Young University jointly
with the University of Utah. The first of these 18
cross-disciplinary centers were created in 1985.
Each brings together faculty, students, and industry
professionals to focus on fundamental research and
education in design, materials processing, manufac-
turing, telecommunications, and engineering sys-
tems--areas vital to maintaining U.S. industrial com-
petitiveness with other nations. The centers also
focus on new approaches to engineering educa-
tion, to prepare students thoroughly for engineer-
ing practice.

111111111111111kk......,

T Newfarmer

Engineering research center (ERC). Graduate

student Yongsenng Yun and chemical engineering

professor JoAnn Lighty investigate coal combustion

at the University of Utah.

4 1 I
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Lehigh ERC. The Multidirec-

tional Experimental Labora-

tory, shown here, is at Lehigh

University's Center for Ad-

vanced Technology for Large

Structural Systems. Here full-

scale structures are tested

under multidirectional loads.

The center is also investigating

innovations in design con-

cepts, fabrications and

assembly techniques, and

performance monitoring.
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Comprehensive Regional Center

for Minorities. At Florida A&M

University, biology professor

Lynette Padmore (left) directs

student research.

Center research at Lehigh includes the study of
design, construction, at, safety monitoring of large
structures such as buildings and bridges. This

center has already developed self-aligning connec-
tors that ease the joining Of strulural components,
computer software "expert" systems that aid in
designing structures that are easy to build, and
corrosion sensors for long-term monitoring of
structural stability. The center exposes students to a
total systems view of structures. Students interact
with representatives of construction firms, both at
Lehigh and at construction sites.

The ERC at Brigham Young and the University
of Utah will continue research and education on
the fundamentals of combustion, including devel-
opment of a model that industry uses to control
burning in boilers, furnaces, and waste incinerators.
Industry works closely with the ERC to test this
model on a range of real-time situations. The goal
is to pollute less and burn material more efficiently.

Minority Centers
During 1989, NSF expanded one of its pro-

grams to enhance minority participation in the
scientific and technical work force. The Foundation
established !lye new Comprehensive Regional
Centers for Minorities in California, Florida. Mis-
souri, Pennsylvania, and Texas: these centers

encourage and support minority students in science
and math programs from kindergarten through
college. Along with sites in New York City, Atlanta,
and Puerto Rico. the new centers emphasize part-
nerships among colleges and universities, commu-
nity groups, and hull and state governments --to
address the nationwide scarcity of most minority
groups in science and engineering. The Foundation
plans to launch 15 of these centers by 1991.

In addition ro these comprehensive regional
centers, which ooc:.ite primarily at the pre-college
level. the Foundation also supports a program
called Minority Research Centers of Excellence
(MRCP). This program aims to increase the quan-
tity. and strengthen the quality. of NSF-supported
rescue at key minority academic institutions. The
NIRCE ( ;fort is based on the premise that members

of minority groups presently underrepresented in
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research careers will enter such careers if they are
made more attractive and accessible. MCI'. com-
plements another NSF program called Research
Improvement in Minority Institutions (which
supports specific research projects) by encouraging
some of these institutions to undertake long-term
efforts to develop into major research and training
centers.

New Program to Link Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Materials Research

Novel chemical approaches to the preparation
and processing of advanced ceramic compounds
have led to ceramic materials that are stronger.
lighter, and can withstand higher temperatures than
metals. Such properties offer primnse that ceramics
may one day replace metals as components of
airplanes and auto and aircraft engines.

Traditionally, ceramics have been made under
high temperatures and often at high pressures.
using a process that can sometimes cause impuri-
ties or cracks in the material. Catastrophic LAIRe of
the ceramic part can result from such defects. liut a
novel metliod of making ceramics. metalorgani
chemical vapor depositiim. has far fewer problems.
The process. a subject of worldwide research.
yields a composite material which, upon heating,

Minority Research Center of Excellence. It the

University of Texas at El Paso, NSF supports a

multidisciplinary center for materials science.

This grant promotes rapidly advancing research

areas at institutions with 50 percent or more

minority students.

Research Improvement in Minority

Institutions (RIMI). Supported under

the RIMI program, a Chicago State

University biology student examines the

chromosomes of the Aedes mosquito.

) 5
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Interagency collaboration.

A technician works on a neutron

guide tube for the dew Center for

High Resolution Neutron Scattering.

The center was established by NSF

and the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (part

of the Commerce Department).

A

decomposes into a preformed ceramic, with vastly
improved properties. Other applications of funda-
mental organometallic chemistry are also leading to
breakthroughs in areas such as high-temperature
superconductors and advanced electronic materials.

A recent NSF initiative on materials chemistry
and chemical processing supports collaborative
studies of these and other novel routes to forming
ceramics, high-temperature superconductors,

electronic materials, and other compounds with
unique properties -- research that requires the
complementary expertise of chemists, materials
scientists, and chemical engineers.

Continuing the theme of an interdisciplinary
approach to materials research. the National
Research Councilwith NSF and other support
onducted a comprehensive three-year survey of
the relationship between materials science and
engineering.' The study found some striking
contrastsfor example, the field has had a series of
rapidly emerging discoveries and applications. but

Ilatellals St tt'llt'e HMI i'01,q1lteer101,Q/i tr 16' 1990 N.
N.1111)11.11 11 ( (111111 II 19S9



researchers predict a shortage of educated person-

nel. In addition, limitations on the supply of raw
materials have already hampered progress.

The central message of the study challenges
materials scientists, engineers, and policy makers,
noting that the relationship between materials
science and engineering opportunities is vital.
Federal programs have taken the lead in treating
engineering and materials science as related
entities, but industry, academia, and government
institutions must find new ways to coordinate these
programs.

Physics, Biology Collaborations
A new NSF-funded institute has been estab-

lished at Harvard University to help provide a focus
for theoretical atomic and molecular physics, and to
address the severe shortage of U.S. academic
theorists in this area of study. Intended to support
and educate talented graduate students in this
active but underpopulated field, the Harvard-
Smithsonian Institute of Theoretical Atomic and
Molecular Physics focuses on such phenomena as
classical chaos, in which microscopic disturbances
in the initial motion of an object grow enormously
until they lead to huge, random changes later.
Institute physicists also attempt to understand
better the atomic processes that determine the
properties of plasmas--highly ionized gases con-
tained within stars and created on earth in fusion
energy experiments.

There are other research questions at the in-
stitute. Are the laws of nature any different for
paricles that appear identical but move as mirror
images of each other? Do the laws alter if time runs
backwards? Can we explain the direction of time?
Theorists at the institute ponder such fundamental
issues, which may sound strange and somewhat
unreal, but turn out to have a profound and
practical effect on unifying and understanding the
four known forces of nature.

A new center for studying the atomic structure
of materials using neutron beams was established
by NSF and the Commerce Department's National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NISI.
Scheduled to open in 1991 at NISI headquarters in
Gaithersburg Maryland, the Center for High

Resolution Neutron Scattering will use low- energy
or "cold" neutrons to probe materials in a manner
similar to X-rays. But because neutron beams
penetrate to greater depths and interact differently
with matter than do X-rays, they provide comple-
mentary information. The national center will
feature two new state-of-the-art spectrometers to
measure neutron scattering. It will be open to users
from universities, industry, government, and
nonprofit groups, both U.S. and foreign.

Industry and medicine both stand to benefit
front a new national facility at Washington Iniver-
sity in St. Louis, Missouri. This facility gives scien-
tists the most advanced instrument available for
determining the structure of biological molecules
and experimental polymers. Researchers at the
National Instrumentation Facility for Nuclear Mag.
netic Resonance of Biological Studies have been
probing the atomic structure of biological mole-
cules and living tissue with a magnetic system
widely used for imaging the human body in
medical diagnosis. The recent extension of the
technique, known as nuclear magnetic resonance
NMR), for analyzing solids allows scientists to

image insoluble biological molecules in their
natural state.

By using NMR, biologists learn more about tile
structure of cell walls and membranes, and of skin
and other tissues. Researchers then apply this
knowledge to design more pmverful drugs to treat
cell disorders with fewer side effects. Investigators
also rely on solid NMR to study experimental
polymers, materials built up from repeating micro-
scopic networks of organic chemicals, NMR allows
sci,..ntists to determine whether the new polymers
might be used as aerospace materials, electrical
conductors, or biodegradable plastics.

New Radio Telescope at Green Bank
It took only minutes for a leading instrument

in radio astronomy for 2( veam's to collapse sud-
denly on the evening of November 1S. 1988. The
300-loot telescope in Green Bank. West Virginia,
completed in 1%2, was one of the world's largest
single-disli instruments fur detecting radio signals
emitted from astronomical objects in our own Milky
Way galaxy and beyond.

27
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Untying DNA. Mathematicians

and molecular biologists are

working together to understand

hotv knotted strands of DNA,

shown here in an electron

micrograph. untie themselves.

An independent study panel appointed by
NSF and the Associated l'niversities. Inc.. which
manages the NSF- funded radio telescope. found

that the fracture of a single. highly stressed steel
plate was the likely cause of the collapse. The plate
that failed was a key part of the telescope's support
structure. and it was subjected to high stresses
whenever the telescope swiveled to change
direction. (The instrument was being rotated from
one position to another when it collapsed.) The
panel also found that stress on several other
structural elementsincluding some rings and radial
ribs of the telescope dish itselfwas substantially
higher than is permissible today.

Researchers recovered half of the plate from
the wreckage: metallurgical analysis indicated that
small cracks had developed in the plate even be-
fore it gave way. I k)wever, these cracks were in an
area that could not be seen during regular visual
inspections of the instrument.

Supplemental funds in NsE's I 1 198Q budget
are n. iking possible the construction of a replace-

merit telescope. Like its predecessor. this instru-
ment is expected to further pioneering research
and collaboration by astronomers throughout the
United States zinc] in many foreign countries.

X-Ray Snapshots from a Synchrotron
sing in intense beam of X-rays. biochemists

at Cornell University's High Energy Synchrotron
Source (( :HESS) have made snapshots of an organic
molecule in one ten-billionth of a secondan ex-
posure time a million times shorter than had ever
been achieved. The ability to take such fast pictures
()pens a new Window on molecular structure and
function, and could boost studies in such diverse
areas as tracking enzyme reactions and custom-
designing new drugs.

Keith Moffat, .Schildkamp. Dowd('
IiiIderback, awl Maricm Szeboiri used a special

device to create a beam so powerful that diffraction
pictures of urganic compounds could be taken ith
a single burst of N-rays. Like a photographer's
strobe. the bright beam enables scientists to make



a snapshot using 51101ter exposure times.

The device used. a magnetic tool known as
an undulator, is the product of work dome in the
academic, federal, and private sectors. It was
designed by scientists from Cornell and the Ar-
gonne National Laboratory. a United States Depart-
ment of Energy facility. The undulator was then
built by Spectra Technology, Inc. of Bellevue,
Washington. The tool is a prototype for several
such devices planned for the new Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne: when completed in the
mid-1990's the facility will create X-ray beams
10,000 times brighter than are now commonly
available.

Researchers tested the undulator by placing it
in the Cornell Election Storage Ring. They expect
that the undulator-generated X-rays should help
overcome the limitations of current X-ray imaging
methods, allowing faster and more detailed pic-
tures of proteins, viruses, and other large biological
molecules. Researchers alir plan to watch how
enzymes rapidly change shape as they trigger
chemical reactions. That knowledge may lead to
development of compounds that are more effective
enzymes than nature's own.

Mathematics and Biology: DNA Ties the Knot
In a novel collaboration made possible by a

five-year, $2 million grant from NSF, mathemati-
cians have teamed up with molecular biologists to
study tangled features of DNA that have troubled
life scientists for more than three decades.

Biologists have long been frustrated in their
search for structural patterns hidden within the
twisted coils that make up large DNA molecules.
Problems arise in attempting to track the myriad
knots and twists that occur within DNA strands, and
in tracing the links and intertwinings between
neighboring I)NA strands. The geometry of these
tangles helps trigger the biochemical reactions
ne:ded to translate the genetic blueprint into a
complete plant or animal. But researchers have I lad
great difficulty in classifying knots. distinguishing
one shape from another, and answering the key
question: Which lif -sustaining reactions arc
associated with particular DNA tangles?

I sing the language aril equations of topology.

a branch (4 mathematics that concerns itself with
knots and links, mathematicians believe they may
be unraveling the problem. Guided by topology,
researchers hope to distinguish between I)NA
structures and to trace the thread between them
and their associated biochemical processes.

II' these efforts succeed, scientists should gain

insight into cellular processes that together allow a
microscopic egg to develop into an adult organism.
Such events include the control of I)NA reproduc-
tion during cell division, the ordering of genes on
chiumosomes. and mechanisms that control
whether a particular gene is switched on or off.

Researchers in the NSF program also study

proteins, the products of switched-on genes.
Proteins possess structural features and functions
that reflect little-understood patterns in the order of
their molecular building blocks. amino acids. A
better understanding of these relationships would
aid scientists trying to decide which amino acids to
string together to create new hormones and drugs.

This interdisciplinary NSF program. which
initially involved scientists from nine research
institutions, marked the first time that the Founda-
tion divisions of mathematics and molecular
biosciences co-funded a large project. The pro-
gram's primary goal, extending far beyond current
projects, is to enable mathematicians and biologists
to learn each other's language, setting the stage for
mathematical techniques to be applied more and
more to important biological questions.

International Collaboration: Ties with Soviets,
Japanese

A Nlemoranclum of I nderstanding between
the NSF and the Soviet Academy of Sciences has

created new opportunities for cooperative research
in the basic sciences between the two nations.

I .nder the agreement. American and Soviet
researchers Mily take advantage of the scientific
expertise. facilities, and research sites ()Ida. two
countries to address basic research problems of
special mutual interest. The agreement targets
specific. areas of opportunity for mutual benefit in
mathematics, theoretical physics. Arctic research,
geosciences. chemistry. life sciences. basic engi-
neering research. and science policy. This NSF
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Japan program: long-term

visitor. Physicist Craig Van

Degrift, National Institute of

Standards and Technology,

conducted research for a year

at Japan's Electrotechnkal

Laboratory.

* -

Soviet Academy program offers U.S. and Soviet
researchers for the first time a means to submit
jointly initiated research proposals for competitive

In other work with the Soviets, the United
States responded to an invitation by the Soviet
Academy of Sciences for American scientists to
help in the wake of the devastating 1988 earth-
quake in Armenia. With major funding from NSF,
1(1 American engineers. seismologists, architects,
and social scientists toured !lie disaster area in late
1988 in hopes of learning how to limit injury and
loss of life from future earthquakes. The LS.
research team included experts from several
government agencies, universities, and private
industry.

Any ng the leading industrialized nations,
grow th in M1) expenditures has been particularly
impressive in Japan. A recent NSF report presents
an indepth comparison of I ..5. and Japanese'
science and technology rest nieces.' )ne of the
store interesting lindings is that, contrary to
popular belief. less than 2 pencilt of industrial
R&1) funding comes fn nu the Japanese govern-
ment, compared to 35 percent in the I 'Riled States.
The p)Vell1111L'Ill h()Wl'VL.r. use various
indirect mechanisms t() support the MD activities
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of Japan's inclustric The ratio of Japan's company-
funded R&1) to gross national product has ex-
ceeded that of U.S. firms every year since 1970. In
fact, in the industrial areas of ceramics, electrical
equipment, textiles, iron and steel, and nonferrous
metals, Japanese companies spend more than the
U.S. firms even in absolute amounts.

To increase collaboration between American
and Japanese researchers and improve U.S. access

to Japanese laboratories and facilities, NSF--in
cooperation with the Japanese government--has
expanded opportunities for American scientists
and engineers to do long-term research in Japan.
During the period May 1988 to October 1989. NSF
supported 20 Americans with Japan -U.S. Fellow-

ships to spend six months or more in Japan. An
additional 47 American scientists and engineers
were nominated by NSF for 6-24 month postdoc-
toral awards supported by the Japanese govern-
ment, for work at Japanese university or govern-
ment laboratories.

In order to gain further access to Japanese
scientific and technological information, NSF and
Japan's National Center for Science 1nfOrmation

(NACSIS) have established a telephone link
between computers at NACSIS and the NSF offices

in Washington, D.C. Through this link and com-
puter equipment provided by NACSIS, 1'.5. re-
searchers will be able to access several important
Japanese scientific databases, including results of
research grants, doctoral dissertations, and confer-
ence proceedings. This link. also providing an
electronic mail system, should help to draw
Japanese and foreign researchers closer together.

711e Valid bilf0/1)141 Rcstunc.s filiniri .1 (.r orquir7
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Chapter 2

SPECIAL FOCUS: GEOSCIENCES/GLOBAL CHANGE

Ocean researth

one of the many

geoscience areas

supported by NSF

If the earth's chaq,ing weather patterns and
variability in climate are our tutor, then researchers
today have an unprecedented opportunity to learn
more about Our planet's processes Intl systemsand
the links that inextricably bind them to Our own
activities. Global change is an ongoing process and
many of its patterns are harmless, but some recent
events may be grounds for concern. For example,
periodic depletion of the protective ozone layer over
Antarctica was greater than ever during 1989, the
possible threat of global warming was highly
publicized in the wake of a summer 1988 drought,
and an NSF-sponsored report highlighted the
ongoing loss of biological diversity in forests and
wetlands.

These are some of the many phenomena
investigated by the scientific community, with NSF
help. Funding two-thirds of all basic research in
atmospheric, ocean, and earth sciences at U.S.

Woods llole Oceanographic Institution
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universities. the Foundation supports such efforts
as Greenland ice core drilling that can potentially
predict future climate changes, analyses of ocean

currents and their effect on weather patterns around

the globe. and long-term ecological research at sites

ranging from Arctic tundra to tropical forests. With
the wealth of data collected. researchers are gaining

more predictive power, increasing their ability to
model future climate conditions and their impact on
the planet. Such research is paramount for both
understanding and protecting our environment.

NSE-supported research projects in global

change have these main objectives:

1'c) advance knowledge of the earth's upper and

lower atmosphere, including its chemistry and

general circulation.

To improve knowledge of the physical. chemical.
geological. and biological processes in the world's

ocean and at its interface with the atmosphere. the
shoreline, the sea floor. and the earth's mist beneath.

To improve understanding of the earth-system

cycling of the key nutrient elementscarbon, nitro-
gen. oxygen. sulfur, and plu)splunis.

To advance LicAvIedge of ecosystems and their

dynamics, through better understanding of internal

PRIMARY HEAT SOURCE
DRIVING ZONAL
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

POOL MIGRATES EASTWARD
DURING EL NI NO

LARGE FEEDBACK BETWEEN
TROPICAL AND MID.
LATITUDE CIRCULATION

TOGA project:

Investigating how the

tropical Pacific Ocean

influences global climate.

Both the thermistor

chain and the expendable

bath.), thermograph (XBT)

profile water temperature.

cycles and interactions among terrestrial. fresh-

water, and marine biota.

To encourage. in the Antarctic and the Arctic,

multidisciplinary research that explains regional and
global climate phenomena.'

To provide further insights into the physical,
chemical. and geological characteristics and proc-
esses that produce such features as hydrocarbon and

ore deposits and such cataclysmic events as earth-

quakes, volcanic eruptions. and landslides.

WOCE, TOGA: Two Global Change Projects
These goals lie at the heart of an extraordinary

effort to study global change. an Am speaii
by NSF' along with several other federal agencies.

Among the research projects is the World Ocean

Circulation Experiment (Wocr.), which has been
planned since the mid 19811s and formally begins in

1990. Researchers front the l7nited States and at least

20 other countries will examine the patterns of ocean

currents and their effect on how the oceans absorb
!Wilt aiid store gases.
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Combining observations from satellites, ships,

and instruments that drift in the water or are fixed to
.stationaly moorings, k0cE will help gather the data
needed to build reliable computer models of such
processes as the accumulation of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere and ocean. In addition to providing
new data and fertile ground for new theories, state-

of-the-art instruments developed through WOCE will
help generate a network of monitoring systems for
future international experiments.

Another program, known as TOGA (Tropical
°can/Global Atmosphere), focuses on ocean
phenomena in the tropical Pacific that influence

global climate conditions. Coordinated by NSF and
three other federal agencies? this decade-long
international study began in 1985. TOGA comes at a

time when the tropical Pacific has emerged as a

profound influence on climate and global weather
patternsranging from monsoon variability in Asia
and Africa to droughts in Africa and South America.

TOGA researchers have already offered a possible
explanation for the summer 1988 drought that
devastated crops in the U.S. midwest.

EI Nilio and La Nina. The drougl it's chief sources.
some researchers have proposed, were naturally

occurring climatic knees in the trot., .al Pacific
Ocean, rather than global warming caused by
atmospheric pollutants. These same forces may also

account for the 1988 record floods that killed more
than a thousand people in Bangladesh. Researchers
have found that the tropical Pacific is the source of

two turbulent global weather phenomena: F.I Nino, a
system that transports warm water and wind from the
western Pacific, and its counterpart, La Nina, which

brings unusually low temperatures to the eastern

Pacific. The two phenomena are the chief compo-
nents of a giant weather system known .,s the
Southern Oscillation. which links the ocean and

atmosphere in the Pacific.

The system is part of a giant heat pump. taking

energy !win the equator and distributing it to higher
latitudes through storms o\ er the warn) western

Department of 1)efense, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)

Pacific. La Nina, researchers believe, exaggerates the

normal functioning of the Southern Oscillation,
creating extremes in weather. Stronger than usual

easterly trade winds that occur during a La Nina

episode cause the eastern Pacific off South America

to be colder and ocean temperatures in the western

equatorial Pacific to be warmer than normal. As a

result, investigators have proposed, coastal deserts in
Peru and Chile became drier than usual and floods

occurred near the equator during 1988.

According to Kevin Trenberth, chief of climate
analysis at the NSF-supported National Center for

Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, La Nina
also may have contributed to the 1988 summer

drought in the midwest. When the cold fronts of La
Nina crossed the path of an unusually warm patch of

water near Hawaii, the interaction of the two weather
patterns may have had dramatic consequences: The

usual pattern of storms that bring rain to the midwest
was pushed hundreds of miles north, leaving farms

and prairies to sizzle without the relief' of rain during
the summer of 1988.

Carbon Fluxes Increase
Yet another type of pattern underscores the link

between the atmosphere and the oceans. Although

scientists have confirmed that burning oil and other
fossil fuels, along with the destruction of forests, has

increased the amount of carbon dioxide in the

atmospherecausing less energy to radiate into
space and more back toward earth much remains
to 1w learned about the removal of excess carbon

1nnu the atmosphere. For example, a group of one-
celled organisms on the ocean surface may exert a

more piwerful influence on the carbon cycle than
human activity does.

With the annual spring I )loon) of algae and

other phytoplankton, carbon dioxide is absorbed
from the atmosphere as these organisms undergo

photosynthesis, the energy-producing process on
which they thrive. After the bloom, Inc ant cells
that haven't been eaten by predators succumb to the

dwindling sunlight and reduced nutrients on the
ocean surface. sinking to the bolt( un and taking with

them large amounts Of each )n. The feces of marine

plant eaters also contain c;irhon and sink t') the
bottom as well.



Simply put, ocean sediments area giant store-
house for the world's carbon :411(1 changes in the
annual bloom and later decline of phytoplankton
that contribute to this deposition of sediments might
profoundly affect the world's climate by slowing or
increasing the removal of carbon from the atmos-
phere. Such phenomena offer a particularly striking
example of what scientists call a biogeochemical
cyclethe sequence of events involving the move-
ment of chemical elements, such as carbon, through
the atmosphere, the land, the oceans, and their
sediments.

These and related studies are the focus of the
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study, an NSF-sponsored
international research project that has reported
preliminary results of a pilot study. For eight months
during the winter, spring, and summer of 1989,
teams of researchers from the United States, Great
Britain, Holland, Germany, and Canada converged
on a region of the North Atlantic Ocean 600 miles off
the Azores to study the annual cycle of marine
plants. Winters in the North Atlantic are frigid and
the winds are merciless, but the processes heralding
the spring bloom of marine plants arc simplest to
understand there. The stage is set during these
coldest months, when the surface water temperature
matches the normally colder layers of the ocean

NASA

below. Water lavers of equal temperature mix easily.
and nutrients hidden below rise to the surface. In
spring, the winds abate, the sun's rays intensify, and
the "seeds" of the ocean---diatoms and other single-
celled plantsreproduce and bloom, tingeing the
blue of the winter waters with specks of green.

Using ships. satellites, and aircraft to monitor the
spring bloomalong with both moored and drifting
instruments to measure the amount and rate of
sediment accumulated as the phytoplankton died
scientists found some surprising results in prelimi-
nary experiments. The North Atlantic bloom lasted
longer than expected, and it appeared to be driven
by several varieties of single-celled plants, according
to biologist Hugh W Duck/ow at the University of
Maryland's Horn Point Environmental Laboratories.
Investigators found that diatoms (phytoplankton that
thrive on silica) led the bloom's beginning in late
winter. and the scientists succeeded in measuring
rates of photosynthesis as it occurreda challenging
feat in open waters.

Atmospheric Research Projects
At the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR), scientists have been using coupled global
models of the atmosphere and oceans to investigate
climate change due to increased carbon dioxide

40061-.kOratit".1"

2111111:*
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Spring bloom. Satellite

images measure seasonal

changes in phytoplankton

growth in the North

Atlantic. Red and orange

indicate high concentra-

tions, yellow and green

represent moderate levels.
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concentration. In using more realistic ocean models,
they have found that the regional patterns of climate
change are much more complex than previously
thought. For example, they note that the North
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans can cool and the
continents can warma scenario not unlike the
climate change patterns presently obseed. Thus.
the simple picture of global warming evident in
earlier studies may be far from correct. Obviously,
NSF-supported reseLtrchers must continue to work
toward more realistic and more interdisciplinary
climate models.

The Global Tropospheric Chemist!) program
(GTCP) is a high priority tinder the NSF Global
Geosciences Initiative started in FY 1987. An imme-
diate goal of this program is the effort to measure.
understand, and predict changes over the next
century in the chemist!). of the global atmosphere,
with particular emphasis on changes affecting the
oxidizing capacity and radiative properties of the
atmosphere and the biogeochemical cycles of
elements through the atmosphere.

Recent GTO' research has led to improved in-

The National Center for

Atmospheric Research-site

of global modelling Efforts

and other NSF-supported

research

strumentation and models ICH' describing ;mu study-
ing atmospheric. chemistry. Such research also has
provided new insights about cliemisn of
the global atmosphere may respond and contribute
to changes in the earth's climate system. A series of
special studies in the Atlantic and Pacific, carried out
in recent years, suggests that anthropogenic sources
of reactive compounds such as the nitrogen and sul-
fur oxides can infli'ence, on a hemispheric or global
scale, the chemical oxidation processes through
which the atmosphere cleanses itself of waste pro-
ductsboth natural and human in origin.

Yet another NSF effort in atmospheric sciences
is the CEDAR program (Coupling, Energetics, and

Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions). CEDAR com-
bines observations, theory. and modelling activities
to link the various regions of the upper atmosphere
(above i miles) in terms of coupling, energetics, and
dynamics On regional and global scales.

Recent CEDAR modelling studies have suggest-
ed that stratospheric changes due to increases/de-
creases in some of the greenhouse gases will have a
major impact on the density altitude distribution of
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the major atmospheric constituents above 6 miles.

The study of this impact may lead to a more deini-
tie determination of the incidence of global change
than is obtainable 'rom IlleaSLIIVIllen1S of trace gases

at lower altitudes. !'There the gases are small fractions

and their changes are masked lw 1110)re localized

effects.)

Drilling into Ice; Listening to Quakes
In other studies expected t() add knowle(Ige

about glol)al processes, researchers (lig into the earth

to uncover clues to our planet's early Ilistory and

climate. 1..S.. French, am! Soviet researchers. for ex-

ample. studied ancient gases trapped in segments ()I'

an Antarctic ice core. The trapped gases in this core
from the Soviet Vostok Station pro a recor(1 of

the earth's atmosphere from 1611,000 year's ago and

may yield information t() develop models of future
climate changes.

In central (;reenlan(1. NSF-supportc(I research-

ITS have launched the most ambitious ..S. drilling

effort ever to ) recover in ice cores a history ( )1' the

earth's climate spanning more than 200.000 (Val'S.

ice core Sa1111)1('S collected Inunr 111C (;rccillati(l site,

which eventually' Will reach some 1,111111 feet Lh( ' I1,

have already revealed remnants ()I past volcanic

eruptions. From till' deposit ()I' Still..Ill'', in sIll/W

Examples of NSF-backed

projects in global change

and flee geoscknces

layers near the. surface, researchers have traced

annual \\nter increases in North American and
northern European fossil -fuel burning.

Researchers in 1989 brought to 18 the number

of state-of-the-art seismological systems that can

listen to the earth's rumblings over a \vide range of
frequencies. As the major (under of a university
corisortill111 of seismologists knoyvn as the Incopo-

rittell Research Institutions of Seismology I IRIS). NSF

supports the group's god of estal)lishing it rletYvork
of WO stations yvorIclYvide. a netYvorl may
provide neYv details of the pi..cess that triggers an

carthqual:e..m(I Yvould help t() locate its epi( nter
and predict the intensity of aftershocks.

Within hours of 1111' Sall Francisco earthquake of
( )ctober lam, 1989, IRIS scientists 11,c v sophisticated

instninients to the site: others recorded shock yvaves

from the quake at research stations in the \vest itild
i alyvest. scientists helped determine that the

quake 1 \\ inch 6-. injured more than 2.800. an(I
caused an estimie(1 S- billion in damage had not
relieved stress stored in the. ground there. leaving the
region vulnerable t() even more 111)11CaVAI Ill the Mill-

ing decades. 11.11ile SI g /11-1(.111 1)rellitil( MN (

earthquake .ICti ltd are Sidi unrert.lin, 110\ measuring

techniques and devices can determine the likelihood
that a particular section of a !atilt is cal-111(1(1;11:c prone.

37
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Frozen record.

Measurements of

chemicals trapped

inside Greenland ice

cores are revealing

the earth's past

history.

haul tklayewski

Ice research.

Sleeping

quarters

in Summit,

Greenland

for scientists

studying ice

cores
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Flier, following the devastating Armenian
earthquake in the fall of 1988, NSF had dispatched a

team of scientists to the Soviet Union to work with
scientists there on gathering data that perish quickly
in the aftermath of a (make. Those data may help to
predict and locate: future earthquake activity,

Polar Research
Since the mid-1980's. NSF has led an inter-

agency committee that directs 1'.5. research efforts in

the Arctic. These efforts, outlined in a 1989 report:
increasingly emphasize the global impact of regional

phenomena in the Arctic. These include the effect of
sea ice and seasonal snow cover on global radiation,

the consequences ()I' atmospheric carbon dioxide

stored in Arctic land and waters. the effect of trans-

ferring heat from the ocean to the atmosphere. ;Ind
how the shift in mass between regional glaciers and

ice sheets might change global sea levels.

NSF also manages all t research activities in
Antarctica. the coldest of continents. Perhaps the

biggest and mast disturbing piece of research news
from the frozen continent during l989 was the severe
ozone depletion in the Antarctic struiospliere,
rivalling the ":Y/one )IC- ( )l. I Q8.". Stratospheric
()zone protects ahsorhing harmful ultraviolet
radiation 111)111 the sun: ozone depletion all( Avs more
ardviolyt ligh! I() reach car111.



Four years of expeditions supponed hy NSF,
NASA. and NOAA have demonstrated that industri-
ally produced chlorcdluorocarbons (C C's)- -used
mainly in refrigeration, conditioning, aricl sol-
vents---cause the annual Antarctic ozone hole, which
has (iccurred each September and October since the
late 1970's. More recently. a research team led by

Ablomon and Kabul de Zgfra, from the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, pinpointed
the process through which GEC's destroy Antarctic
ozone. The group reponed it had confirmed that
single chemical mechanism involving chlorine from
CFCs dominates the process of Ozone depletion:
bnminine from CFCs, which scientists had thought

was also important. actually plays a minor role, This
work 'crities the hypothess of Mario Molina, at the
jet Propulsion Lahoratory in Pasadena, California,
that the nuflecule chlorine monoxide, tinned when
chk wine destn)ys ozone. comhines with other
identical molecules to speed Ozone depletion.

'Arctic Research of the United States, Fall 1989, vol. 3,
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee

'In contrast, an ozone hole that appears over the Arctic region
near the end of its winter is far smaller; only 3 percent of the
usual ozone supply is depleted. Scientists believe the
shallower Arctic hole occurs because the polar air mass there
mixe' far more with the surrounding atmosphere, causing
ozone-depleting chemical reactions to start and stop instead
of building up continuously as at the South Pole.

Antarctica-the world's coldest

continent and site of a broad range

of global geoscience research (ap

shows three NSF stations)

Polar research

Sur, eh Amettra

v. -

r I h. I...,
11.11111r-_

Palmer
Station

ANTARCTICA

* AmundsenScott
South Pole Station

McMurdo
Station

South Pacific Ocean
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The Ai-II:ni(' ozone hole, wIlich lasts for only
t \vo months 0111 of the year, begins at an altitude of

12 miles and extends to 20

Research on ozone depletion is just title Of more

than 9 projects that drew some 3i0 scientists ittcl
technickins to the Antarctic regicm in 1989. Atmos-
pheric research, astronomy, biology, earth sciences,

and studies of the nearby oceans remain the bnxid
topics of I research in both the Antarctic and

Arctic. During 19W, investigators in the two regions
examined the impact of oil spills on marine popula-
tions, continued their elf( wts to understand how

nutrients sustain life in frigid waters, and carried on
long-term research to understand natural processes
and phenomena in both polar environments.

Protective layer.

Complex chemical

reactions form and

destroy ozone in the

upper atmosphere.



Polar research at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station

Corne;ius Sullivan. l'SC

ti

qtr . i.

Co d crustacean. Unusually large numbers of shrimp-like krill

thrive during theft**, Antarctic winter. They are a major food

source for other animal life in the region.

Craig Peterson, U.S.Na vy

Young Scholar at South Pole. Catherine Anne

Blish participated in polar research under

NSF's Young Scholars program. Its aim is to

further an interest in science and engineering

careers among high-potential or high-abisity

students in secondary schools. Nish is from

Saratoga. CA.
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Biology's Role
Biological studies in polar and ()the! environ-

ments highlight the roles that diverse organisms and

ecosystems, such as fcwests, deserts, and tundra. play

in global climate and evolution. Through interna-
tional cooperation, 16r example, NSF support gives

1!.5. scientists access to ecological sites in other

regions of the world. And through support of such
programs as Long-Term Ecological Research (1:FER)

sites, begun in 1980, the Foundation fosters studio s

of coastal pollution, dekwestation and tree death,
sea-level rise, and acid rainprojects that requir
years of research and 1611°w-up in order to measure

ecological change. At ITER sites, scientists study the

effects of climate change on ecosystems, the proc-

esses underlying how biological systems control the

concentration of atmospheric gases. and the interac-

tions of plants, animals, and microorganisms in a
given environment.

During 1989, NSF established three new 1.TER

sites, These included a rain lc west in Puerto Rico: a

New Mexico site encompassing deserts, grasslands.

and fc)rest; and a f)rest in Nla.ssahusLtts. The

Luquillo Experimental Forest in Puerb) Rico is the
first tropical rain unrest under the L'I'ER program.

Research at this lush 28,000-acre area 16clises on the

Long-Term Ecological

Resetirch site.

University of New

Mexico biologist

James Gosz collects

insects and small

animals in this trap

at the Seri Ileta

National ;Millie

Refuge.

impacts of hurricanes and other %Yeatherrelated

disasters. In addition, biologists study the %vat.

plants. ...tnimals. and bacteria maintain the balance of
life in this richly productive area, despite heavy rains

that trash out soil nutrients.

Scientists at the Sevilleta National Wildlife

Refuge in New Mexico studyin a muclt drier
climatethe way yearly variations in weather affect
deserts, grasslands. and high pinon forests. I3ecause

the region receives little rainfall and has poor soils, it
is acutely sensitive to weather change.:. Researchers

plan to use data gathered from this huge, 250,000 -

acre region to model, by computer, ways in tvhich

climatic changes might alter these ecosystems.

Investigators have studied the ecology of the
Harvard Forest of central Massachusetts since 1907.

The current NSF-supported study examines the

forest-wide impact of trees blown down by high
winds, such as hurricanes. By cutting trees in a
pattern characteristic of a major storm, researchers

study the processes of tree decomposition, nutrient
recycling, and regeneration that would be expected
to f()11(ty a tree blowdown. Ecologists also examine

the impact of fertilizer runoff and pollutants on the
now of nutrients through this hardwood forest.

Other ecosystem studies supported by NSF ex-
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Prairie research. Biologist Kathleen Keeler,

from the University qNebraskailincoln, has

studied the Konza Prairie, a Long-Term

Ecological Research site in Kansas.

amine specific research issues in global change, such

as contributions to the greenhouse effect of atmos-

pheric warming, caused by the accumulation of
gases that trap the sun's heat. Pau/Vend/cr. Richard
Bowden. and Jen). Mdi/oat the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts--along

with their colleaguefobnAberat the I 'niversity of
New Hampshirehave reported that nitrogen
fertilizers may adcl to the greenhouse effect because

they prevent soil microbes from absorbing atmos-
pheric methane, one of the most important green-
house gases. The scientists found that soil bacteria

treated with nitrogen fertilizer took up far less
methane than untreated microbes.

Methane. which accounts for about one-filth of
the greenhouse gases that trap solar heat, constantly

accumulates in the atmosphere from decaying vege-
tation in wetlands and swamps and from termites,

among other sources. The Woo( Is I fole-New

Hampshire researchers, who did their work in yet
another Massachusetts forest. also found that

temperate f()rests in the Northern Hemisphere may

play a much larger role than do tropical forests in

removing met bane from the air.

Many NSF-supported research projects in the

Hological sciences examine the k )ss of biodiversitv

and the conservation and restoration of natural
ecosystems. These studies were underscored h a
task force report that called on NSF and other 1..5.

institutions to lead an international research effort to

save the worlds ecosystems and halt rapid species

extinctions. The report,' Issued by the National
Science Board (NS '.s policy-making body) and

internationally known experts, highlights proposed

NSF elliirts to educate the public about the decline in

biodiversity: it also ) emphasizes Ihe need for interna-

tional cooperation in this IVSCaCh.

"I'nless the international community can reverse
the trend.- the report states. "the rate of extinction

over the next few decades is likely to rise to at least

1,000 times the normal background rate of extinc-

tion. and will ultimately result in the loss of a quarter
or more of the species On earth."

The report concluded that NSF should lead
efforts to identify and classify the world's animals,
microbes. plants, and fungi. to understand better the

complex ecosystems in which they live. and to

expand human resources to carry out these tars .s.

The report also recommended more funding
throughout the federal government to strengthen the

scientific knowle(Ige that underlies research efforts,
along with better public education about the issues.
Schools and museums should emphasize awareness

()I' biological diversity. Teaching young students

about biological and environmental subjects "is now
as important to the national interest as early educa-

tion in mathematics and other sciences, the rep nl
noted.

1141)cl-in-hand with such recommendations

comes the realization that issues of Hodiversity and

global change are both a scientific concern and a
public policy issue of Lt-reaching imr)rtance. In
recognition of this dual role. NSF has launched a new

filarial"! Dimen.sk ins of Global Environ-

mental Change. I 'sing the insights and perspective of
social scientists, this program helps dent human

and institutional actions that can cause changes in
our ern irOnnxvlt. Research supposed by this

initiative may also suggest was to moderate and
manage the environmental (msequences of actions
already taken.

(As ,/ !tv( Iv crsill. .1 (,/,,I),11 L ;Isis h'optirroo.! 11111.rwri

I toriol ',fibrin 01,, \ti),ti,t 1,)s9
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Chapter .3

SPECIAL FOCUS: EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Bear in mind that the wonderful things

you learn in your schools are the work

of many generations....All this is put

into your hands as your inheritance in

order that you may receive it, honor it,

add to it, and one dayPithfully hand it

On to your children.

Albert EinsteM a talk 10 schnul children

4

ducat ing both students and the generalE,,L,al)( nit science and engineering is one of the
Foundation's chief missions. Thrt nigh a broad
range Of education programssome of them high-
lighted in this chapterNSF works to strengthen the
quality. diversity, and number of U.S. scientists and
engineers. The Foundation Ia,so aims to improve
the overall quality of science and math education
for all t' .S. students. And, through its outreach
efforts, the Foundation strives to inform the public
about science and technology in our increasingly
complex age.

Facing Education Issues
lust one week after the National Research

Council issued an NSF-funded report' calling for a
complte overhaul of U.S. math education (see
\lath Focus" below), another study highlighted

problems in both math and science skills. An
international comparison of those skills showed
that American 13-year-olds scored far worse than
their South Korean counterparts, 1'.5. students also
performer I worse or no better than students from
the three European countries and four Canadian
provinces that participated in the study,

In mathematics, for example. to percent of
South Korean students showed an understanding of
measurements and geometry concepts, compared
to just 9 percent or the Americans. In science. more
than 73 percent of the South Korean students could

use scientific methods I() analv/c science data. in-
cluding designing experiments and drawing Con-
clusions. But only .10 percent of the American
students had tiles(' skills, according to the study,
which was co-funded by NSF and the I M4111111(.111
( 1:1111cil1( )11 W,d ild111111s1L'ICLI I)\ IIIC FLIIIC.11(111al

ICs1111g SCIA-1CH
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Persistence of U.S. student interest in

natural science (NS) and engineering (E)

from high school (HS) through Ph.D.

degree (Numbers rounded to nearest

thousand, 1992 figure estimated)

\ sl

PERSISTENCE OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING INTEREST FROM

HIGH SCHOOL THROUGH PH.D. DEGREE

AUKS.
Sophomores

(The Pipeline)

1977
t,%":

4,000,000

H.S. Sophomores, NS&E Interest

H.S. Seniors, NS&E Interest

k.>:.
.:(

College Freshmen, NS&E Intentions :, 340,000.
:,:%.

1977
730,000

1979

590,000

1980

Baccalaureate Degrees in NS&E

Graduate Students in NS&E

Masters Degrees in NS &(

Ph.D. Degrees in NS&E

1984
206,000

1984

61,000

1986
46,000

1992

10,000

Another concern, this time at the university
level, is the quantity of graduates in science and
engineering. An annual NSF survey' found that
I T.S. universities awarded a record 20,257 doctor-

ates in science and engineering dunng 1988.
However, that number reflects onl a small (2
percent) increa,e in l'.S. citizens earning doctor-
ates, compared to a 9 percent rise for fore4.Iners.

Moreover. an unprecedented 13 percent jump in
engineering degrees was primarily fueled by
foreign citizens, %dui accounted for percent of
those doctorates.

Although scientists and engineers comprise
only .1 percent of the 1..S. workforce, they contrib-
ute enormously to our nation's strength, vitality,
and economic competitiveness. Thus our nation
continues to face the challenge of attracting more

students to science and engineering.

Finally. in an increasingly technological
society. the scientific literacy of the general popula-
tion is important to ensure necessary job skills .ind
cominued suppirt for scientific research, literacy
and public attitudes toward science and technologv
are monitored in the National science lic):irifs
series of reportssCieHce am/ himinceriug

tut:. Recent data from that series show that, al-
though a significant number of Americans believe
that the world is better off because of science,
many still believe that the sun circles the earth (21
percent ) and that humans lived at the time ol the
dinosaurs (37 percent ). By comparison, signifi-
cantly higher percentages of citizens front I2
Furopean communities were better informed on
those topics.

One Response: Project 2061
Several of the nation's largest scientific organi-

zations have unveiled a sweeping project to re-
vamp school curricula. The goal of this project is
to overcome serious defil ...ncies in the science and
mathematics skills of ',S, students. Supported lw
NSF and several private and government groups
and coordinated by the American Association for
the Ack ancement of Science, Project 2061 began in
195. the last lime I 1,111CV's comet approached the

earth, and is named I( ir (11(' Veal' in which (he conlel
will return.

\ \Will u/ / Irmo' I)' \',1 is
stilt plc.. I9SS
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Th Ulan outlined ht" Pr0iCt 206 I dilk rti
previous attempts ;iddcss sVtitC111 prob-

lems bv simply rewriting textbooks or training
teachers, such as occurred after the 1957 launch of
the Soviet satellite Sputnik. Instead, the project
seeks to develop a new ippoacli to teaching,
including the possibility of eliminating regular
subjects and ending standardized tests. Teachers
would guide students through projects that include
not only science and mathematics, but related
aspects of literature, economics, and history.

I'nder Phase I of Project 2061, scientists spent
lour years writing a detailed outline On the kind of
knowledge about science and nature that a student
should have by the end of high school.' Research-
ers announced in 1989 the beginning of a second
four-year phase of the project, in which teams of
teachers from 12 school districts in 5 states are
outlining new curricula, tests, and student sched-
ules. 17nder Phase III, to begin in 1993. scientific
societies and educational organizations will begin a
nationwide effort to make the e !ucational blue-
prints developed in Phase 11 part of the backbone
of 17.S. scliool systems,

Math Focus
The year 1989 also saw major efforts to focus

on mathematics and to revise the way this subject is
taught. Working through two mathematics panels
of the National Research Council (the research aim
of the National Academy of Sciences. more than 70
educational organizations recommended less rote
learning and a stronger emphasis on problem
solving and umlerstancling furklamcntal concepts,
as well as more use of calculators an(i computers.

1)ovetailing with this ambitious initiative, the
National Council of Teachers of Nlathematies
provided a detailed set of teaching stamlards for
the proposed new curriculum, and a report by the
Nlathematical Sciences Educational hoard spelled
out suggested course revisions.

current reforms allow and encourage
schools to have great flexibility ill designing
programs, \lore( her. much 1)1 the 11CW :11111Foi!Ch

'1,1c014c/440..1/I Imcturms Pluico 2(g)I. \1114'm soo,ut1,110(11

ti /11114..\41\ ,. 14'llt 4'

National Science Teachers Association

Quantum leap. The first issue of Quantum,

a magazine for high school students in

science and mathematics

was written by and in consultation with math
teachers who experience daily the travails and
triumphs of reaching out to students.

NSF Responses: Precollege Activities
New Children's Magazine. High school

students interested in scion 'e and mathematics
now have their own magazine, Quantum, pub-
lished by the National Science Teachers Association
with funding from NSF Modelled after a popular
Soviet science magazine that features physics and
mathematics articles and many problem-solving
activities for teenagers. Quantum is intended to
attract students to s:cience careers by sparking their
natural curiosity and tapping their creative thinking.
Editors front the Soviet magazine contribute
translated articles an,' original illustrations so that

'.5, students can about research in the Soviet
71'he magazine's first issue appeared in late

1989.

Chemicals in the Classroom. I low \milk!
vou demonstrate the concept of One part per
million? Never mind the chalkboard. At the



University of California at Berkeley's Lawrence I fall
of Science, they use food coloring, water, and a
medicine dropper. Youngsters from nearby middle
schools add 10 drops of a watery solution Of ood
coloring into the first paper cup. Into the second
cup goes one drop of food coloring from the first
cup and nine drops of pure wateralready a 1 in
10 dilution. Eventually, the students achieve for
themselves a one part per million concentration of
the food dye.

This activity is an example of the Chemical
Education for Public Understanding Program
operated at the university. The program, which
receives NSF support, also involves development of
middle school curriculum modules that include
hands-on chemical analyses and exercises in risk
assessment.

Escalantes Work Expands. NSF is sup-

porting ;.1 project to expand the pioneering work of
high school math teacher Jaime Escalante, who mo-
tivates inner-city minority students to become in-
volved in science and mathematics. Escalante's
highly successful calculus program at Garfield I high
School in east Los Angeles has won national ac-

claim and was the subject of Stand and Delirer, a
1988 feature film. The new three-year award from
the foundation builds upon the calculus activity to
include additional mathematics programs.

This project also enables Escalante to he a role
model for other teachers in physics, chemistry, and
computer science, Under the direction of 1:scalante
and five other instructors whom he has trained.
27 teachers will receive special instruction at Los

Angeles Community College during summers. after
school, and on weekends. Some 700 middle and
senior high school students will benefit from classes
taught by these teachers. and they will earl aca-
demic credit for their participation.

Detroit Youngsters Prepare for Careers.
Since 1976, a coalition of Detroit-area public
schools, loc.,1 businesses, parents, community
groups. and universities has worked to ensure that
minority students who show a special interest and
ability in math and science receive the training,
guidance, and support they need to succeed in
college-level engineering studies. Through spec :al
courses that bolster their understanding of bask.

4 7
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learning activity.

At the Lawrence

Hall of Science,

students lean;

about chemistry

through the

Chemical Education

for Public Under-

standing Program.
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Master teacher. Jaime Escalante motivates Los

/Woks high school students to learn mathematics.
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Detroit's pre-college

program: Fostering

interest in engineering

careers. Here a middle

school student works on

a science fair project.

math and science concepts, :,Iter-school tutoring, a
mentor program that draws community leaders into
the scht nil system, and a summer job program ki
seniors, sonic 1,800 and high school
students learn alx nit engineering both as a course
of study and as a career.

Another key element of the program, known
as the Detroit Area Pre-College Engineering
Program (DAPCEP), is the Parents Advisory
Committee. This group of volunteer parents met
every Wednesday evening and Saturday morning
for Ike months to develop a proposal kir NSF
funding. The $621,000 grant that NSF awarded in
1985, the largest in DAR:EP's history', has helped
develop a middle school curriculum guide and
related %.ideotapes, along with mathematics materi-

als that supplement standard courses kir eighth and
ninth graders. The materials help the students to
close knowledge gaps critical kr success in al-
gebra. An additional NSF grant helped produce
videotapes that feature master teachers presenting
key concepts in mathematics.

The numbers speak well of DAPCEP's success.
More than 128 of the program's students have
graduAted college, and 12 have pursued post-
graduate study. More than 570 students have

Nicholas Wilhelm

#



enrolled in college. 70 percent of them in science,
mathematics. or engineering programs. And a 1988
report front the 1T.S. Dcpartment of Education cited
DAPCEP as one of the most effective pre-college
education programs in the country.

Eyes on Arkansas. NSF awarded the state of
Arkansas a $1 million grant to upgrade the way
mathematic's is taught and learned in grades two
through six of the state's public schools. Sponsored
jointly by the Arkansas governor's office and the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock. the undertak-
ing, known as Project MAST (Mathematics and
Science Together), aims to enhance students'
understanding of the ways that science. studies
relate to mathematics.

Under Project MAST. 120 elementary school
teachers attend summer training institutes that
stress techniques for integrating math and science
courses rather than teaching them as separate,
unrelated subjects,

This project began as a privately funded, four
year program for gifted students in three school
districts in and around Little Rock. Thanks to the
NSF grant, the program is expanding over :I four
year period to 15 Arkansas school districts, with a
special IC wets on sparking the interest of students
who are minority or female. These two groups will
make up an estimated 8 percent of entrants into
the workforce by the Year 2000. yet they often stop
studying math and science king before career
choices are made.

University-Level Activities
An Experimont in Engineering Curricu-

lum. With the support of NSF, I )rexel I'mvetsity
and eight other universities have hecome part ()Ian
experiment that promises to improve signilicantly
the quality if education for undergraduate engi-
neering majors. The experiment imolves revising
the standard courses taken by engineering students
during their first two years of study. to shM\ !Wile
Clearly the way different disciplines of science
relate to engineering. The goal, according to
Drexel officials. is "integrating the teaching of

engineering fundamentals with math, basic sci
ences. engineering sciences. and lab work.-

Faculty memhers tie together suhjects such

physics, calccdus, materials research, circuit theory.
and chemistry rather than treating them as separate
entities. In Cle process of viewing a variety of
courses in relation to engineering, students gain
insight into how engineering sublields fit to make
up the field as a whole. Others taking part in this
project are "Texas AcS:11, Purdue. the 17niversity of
Michigan. M1T, the University of Pennsylvania,
West Virginia University. the University of Texas.
and California Polytechnic State University. along
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Undergraduate Researcb Opportunities.
I kinds-on participation in research supported by
NSF has increasingly become an integral part of the
unde,.gracluate experience in such fields as physics,
astronomy, biology, chemistry, and engineering.
Supt rvised research introduces college students to
the world that lies ahead and gives them the
chance to learn one-on-one from a faculty mentor.
And a little experience can go a long way, noted
one undergraduate who spent a recent summer
working at Indiana University's cyclotron. "Mv
view of physics and the world has widened so very
much." the University of Chicago student wrote.
-fly life has truly been altered. I know now what I
have to learn for graduate school and what I can
expect there. I've seen what research is...."

Training Across Boundaries. "The biolc )gi-
cal. behavioral. and social sciences have undergone
great changes in approach and research methods
during the past decade. Increasingly, frontier
research in these fiekls overlaps with other disci-
plines such as engineering, physic's. chemistry. or
computer science. An NSF program begun in 1980)
recognizes those changes by enCoUraging scientists
at Ph.1).-granting institutions to devise new or
enhanced training programs for students in the

helmvioral, and social sciences. In
applying loll Iunds Ir int the pl.( igram, known as the
Research Training Group awards, universities must
propose projects that stress multidisciplinary
research training. The goal is to ensure that new
generations 0)1 researchersundergraduates,
graduate students, postiloctordis--can skillfully
;11)1)1\ a variety 0)1 apprwches reseArdi pmhleins
111:11 increasingly cross irdditiondl ,icadenlic
he )1111Wries.
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Minority scholars.

At Jackson State

University, NSF

supports student

research in the

ocean sciences

through its Re-

search Careers

for Minority

Scholars program.

These two electrical

engineering students

(sealed) and their

professor (standing) are

at Texas A&M University.

They are studying under

NF's Research Careers

for Minority .Scholars

progrant.

tin

1-s
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Minority S.. holars. Minority group: are
underrepresented among the ranks of scientists and
engineers, and NSF has number of programs to
address this deficit. One of them assists to colleges
and universities in enriching academic and research
opportunities for minority undergraduate and
graduate students. The program, Research Careers
for Minority Scholars, emphasizes innovative
projects that can significantly increase the chance
of minority students pursuing science .ind engi-
neering research.

A grant to Jackson State 17niversity in Missis-
sippi, one of the few historically I flack universities
that has an environmental and marine sciences
program, emphasizes research opportunities in the
ocean sciences. The Jackson State project involves
off-campus research during the summer, training in
technical writing. and courses that focus on inde-
pendent study and an introduction to research and
how it is done,

An award to (lark College/ Atlanta I niversitv
established a program to increase the number of
minorities who wish to pursue a doctoral degree in
the geosciences. Activities include a precollege
summer workshop, four-year scholarships for six
freshmen. and a revised curriculum that includes
research opportunities.

Nlinorities who receive a doctorate in the bio-
logical, or social sciences may get
further help front a new ll'll(AVS1111) program for
minority postdoctoral students. The three-year
fellowships, \iliC11 carry an annual stipend plus
possible funding later for start-up research. are
awarded to I '.S. citizens in minority groups that are
underrepresented in the biological behavioral
social sciences. Students may conduct their work
at any ..S. aAICIllic or nonprofit illSlitlItiC)11,

including government laboratories and privately
sponsor('( institutes.

SlIppll'111C111:11

NI:aerials Ic.:ear(.111.ithorati)rics t \ WI.) at tlIc
ni\ erNit \ of l'ennsvIvatii.i. Corncll I ni\ crsitv and



Northwestern t.niversity enabled 25 minority
undergraduates to conduct research at these
centers during 1989the first time \1R1.s have had
such a pr ()gram.

rellowsbips. The Women in Fngineering
Awards represent a new component of Ntirs
Graduate Research Fellowship i:rogram. 'These
awards, announced in the fall of 1989, .ire designed
to encourage \\Innen to enter or continue careers
in engineering.

The 80 awards are rKirt of approximately 1,050
total new graduate fellowships for advanced study
that will be announced in tlie spring of 1990, In-
cluded an 650 NSF Graduate Fellowships, 150 NSF

Minority Graduate Fellowships, and approximately
50 NATO P. tdoctoral Fellowships (for advanced
study outside !he l'nited States a NATO member
country).

Other Educational Activities Supported by NSF

G. Mobie C. 1988, National Geo ra Societ
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Science broadcast.

Students in satellite-

linked science museums

were able to talk stub

scientists while viewing

TV rouges transmitted

from an underwater

robot. Marine geologist

Robert Ballard is seen

here inspecting the TV

images.

On the road. In this van, Pennsylvania's

Juniata College transports a teacher and a

classroom of chemical equipment to 25 area

high schools. As a result, both teachers and

students gain hands-on experience.

Chemistry researchers. The

American Chemistry Society's

Project Seed ofpred these

minority students in Af,ontana a

summer of directed research.



,haying informed. Undergraduate faculty enhancement grants keep

teaching faculty informed of new developments in their

Clemson University engineer Vera Anand, shown here, presented

a computer graphics workshop under one of these grants.

Presidential Young Investigators (MI's). Mathemati-

cian Rodrigo Banuelos (above) studies Brownian

motion at Purdue University. Oceanographer Cengir

Ertekin (center) and 1988 PYI Anthony Kull (left)

are at the University of Hawaii in Manoa. PYI grants

help universities attract and retain promising young

researchers.

N
51

, Career advancement award. Susan

DeMesquita at Marshall University in

West Virginia studies a neurotransmit-

ter in rats. Her NSF award conies

,0"" under a program to expand reseal al

opportunities Or female scientists and

engineers.
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Education and Outreach to the Public
National Science and Technology Week.

Begun in 1985, this NSF event is held each April to

give people throughout the nation a sense of the
excitement of science and technology. Through
this project, NSFaided by several industry
donors works to promote the general public's
interest in science, math, and engineering, and to
encourage young people to pursue S&T careers.
The Week serves as a vehicle to) mobilize a wide
range of activities by local school systems, busi-

nesses, universities, and educational organizations
as well as students, their f.Imtli s, and their teachers.

I lugh Moore Associates

.1111,_

NATIONAL

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

WEEK '89
APRIL 23-29

Sponsored by National Science Foundation

1800 G Street NW Washington DC 20550

Logo for National

Science and

Technology Week

Art of Science. This was one of SO finalists

in the 1989 Art of Science competition, held

during National Science and Technology

Week. The artworkentitled "What Does It

Matter?"depicts ,mclearfilsion and the

splitting of atoms. The artist is Robert

Hogan, Jr, from Benjamin Banneker

Senior High School in Washington, D.C.:

51 3
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Tbe "Nature's Fury"

exhibit of the Ortwort

Museum of Science

and Industry

Museums Plan S&T Exhibits. Eight t
science museums are part of a three-year NSF
projed to develop exhibits on science and technol-
ogy theme's. The grant. coordinated by the Oregon
Museum of Science and Industry in Portland, helps
each museum Creak' 11C1111111(11I displays as well as

versions that evil' tour the other seven site's.

Planned exhibition themes include:
liug's-Eye Vk.'w of the' EnvironmentAn

illustration of the way insects perceive and deal
with the world around them. (Oregon Museum of
Science ;Ad Industry. Portland)

The Secret I louseAn adaption of a book of
the same title by David Bodanis. this display illumi-
nates the everyday Rh' of chemistry. as experi-
enced in the familiar environment of tile lunise.
(Impression 5 Museum. Lansing, Michigan)

Natural InspirationsTechnologies, inven-
tions. and designs inspired by natural objects and
phenomenae.g.. the fastening material Velcro,
whose inventor got the idea front a burr stuck in
his sock. (Science Museum of (:harlotte. North
Carolina).

A.I s.

muirikv ils",

titualik .4/



Outreach to the States
EPSCoR. Since 1978. NS 's Experimental Pro-

gram to Stimulate Competitive Research (

has involved 16 states and Puerto Rico in a program
designed to broaden the geographic base for
science and technology. This vill be done by
expanding the number of regional scientists and
engineers who can compete successfully kw federal
grants, and fc)stering long-term improvements in
research and education in targeted regions of the
country. The our newest grants went to the states
of Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Dakota.

The three -year grants to the four new states
aim to strengthen academic science departments
nd support the research of individual scientists
and engineers. The NSF awards are complemented
by state, local, and private funds totalling S32
million.

Recent grants to Oklahoma and Kentucky
highlight ways that F.PSCoR stimulates and sustains

research efforts in the states. When Kentucky
received an EPSCoR award in 1986. its universities

ranked 7th among the states in the amount of
federal R&D funds given to research institutions.
During Kentucky's first three years of participation.
EPSCoR has supported 132 faculty, 14 post-doctoral

students, and 113 graduate and undergraduate
students in studies ranging from astrophysics to
microeconomics. A project at Western Kentucky
lniversity included an innovative mentoring
program that links ['acuity at the state's regional
universities with pr( dessors at Kentucky's two
Ph.D.-granting institutions.

In addition to direct funding of research and
education efforts, the grant prompted Kentucky
Educational Televiskm to produce a one-hour
documentary on scientific and engineering research
in Kentucky. And NSF funds supported a legisla-
tive workshop cm science and technology, attended
by 55 state legislators and several university
presidents.

In Oklahoma, an F.PscoR grant inspired that
state to make one of its largest commitments ever
to research and economic deVelopnienl. In May
1989 the °Mahon' Center for Advancement of
Science Technology (0CAsT, which is

modelled on EPsCoR projects in Arkansas and
()tiler stales, became a permanent part of the state's
efforts to promote research and development.
IThder °CAST. the state created centers for indus-
try, academia, and gullinient researchers t()
collaborate on studies in molecular medicine,
integrated design and manuktcturing, and laser
development and applications.

NSF-NGA Agreement. A 1989 report by the
National Governor's Association (NGA) noted that
state governments are increasing their commitment
to research and technology development. In con-
junction with that report, the Foundation an-
nounced an initiative to increase coordination of
state and federal S&I investments, and to increase
collaboration between the states and NSF. This
initiative enables states to capitalize on NSF's re-
view of certain proposals.

I ticler an earlier agreement between NSF and
the NGA, the Foundation provided inlOrmation
about highly rated S&T research center proposals'
to the states through the NGA. The states had the
opportunity to consider funding these proposals,
which NSF had previously reviewed and identified
as finalists but could not fund. As a result, several
states launched new programs based on these
proposals.

In 1989 NSF expanded this initiative to include
inlOrmation on highly rated proposals for ngineer-
ing Research Centers, another Foundation program.
In both cases, proposers agree to share the inlOr-

mat ion involved.

"Rusiii \()Is I( )1- in( Hy (Ill ".`,1.s his) si

m1(1 irt;\ icsat( (ctilcis
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Chapter 4

AWARDS AND OTHER NEWS

Linus Paulin:

1989 Bush Aufardee

Vannevar Bush Award
Lints hurling, twice a winner of the Nobel

Prize, received the National Science Boards
Vannevar Bush Award in acknowledgment of his
outstanding contributions to science and society.
Palling, a seminal figure in the history, of chemis-
try, has made major contributions in several areas
of scientific study, including crystallography,
molecular structure, molecular biology, genetic
disease, antibodies, macromolecular evolution, and
the nature of memory.

In I )54. Pawling was awarded the Nobel Prize
in chemistry for his research on the nature of the
chemical bond and its application to elucidating the
structure of complex substances. I k was also
awarded the 1962 Nobel Peace Prize for his work
on the international control of nuclear weapons,
against nuclear weapons testing, and other efforts
to promote the cause of peace.

Vannevar Bush, for whom this award is
named, oversaw the federal research effort during
World \X'ar 11 and was instrumental in establishing
the National SC1C11CC Foundation in 1950.



Waterman Award
Richard H. Scheller a Stanford

neurobiologist, received the National Science
Foundation's Alan 1'. Waterman Award, presented
to one outstanding young scientist each year.
Recipients receive a medal and up to $500,000 in
research funding over a three-year period. Scheller
has mastered diverse areas of modern biology, es-
pecially molecular genetics and neurobiology. This
knowledge has enabled him to clarify the way
regulation of gene expression, and the selective
action of proteins encoded by these genes, control
cellular physiology and even give rise to simple
forms of behavior.

Mary L. Good, who chairs the National Science
Board, noted that "Richard Scheller has remained at
the frontier of modern recombinant DNA technol-
ogy while becoming proficient in the physiological
aspects of neurobiology. His basic studies should
lead to a better understanding of the complex
biological processes that underlie major psychiatric
illnesses."

The Waterman Award, named in honor of
Ntirs first director, has been given annually since
1976 to an outstanding young researcher in any
field of science, mathematics, or engineering.

Doug Walgrem

Distinguished

Public Service

Awardee
a

Richard H.

Scheller: 1989

Waterman

Awardee

Jake Garn:

Distinguished

Public Service

Awardee

Distinguished Public Service Awards
U.S. Senator, ake Gam ( 1?-1 lab 1, ranking mi-

nority member of the Senate Appropriations Sub-
committee on I it D and Independent Agencies,
and I LS. Representative Doug tralgren (D-P,4 ).
chairman of the House Subcommittee On Science,
Research. and Technology, each received the
Foundation's Distinguished Public Service Award.
This award, which includes a phi medal and a
citation, is given periodically to persons who have
distinguished themselves through leadership.
public service, and dedication in support of
American science, engineering. and education in
those areas. Senator ;aril and Congressman
\X'algren were cited for sustained support on
Capitol Hill of Ntil: and its budget.
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Constance K.

Director, ()Mice

of Itiforation

,S),stems
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Presidential Awards
Four NSE executives received Presidential

Rank Awards during EY 1989. They are Constance
K. Mc lindon, director, Office of Information Sys-
tents; Donald Solid). director. Division of Indus-
trial Scienc and Technological Innovation. STIA;
Judith .S'untev, director, Division of Nlathematical

Sciences, MPS; and Margaret L. Windus. director.
Division of Personnel and Management.

NIcLindon received the award for Distiu-
guishedEvecutire at it Presidential ceremony on
September 1 . 1989. This award recognizes career

Senior Executive Service (SES) members who have
shown sustained extraordinary accomplishment
during their executive careers. The rank award
carries a stipend or s20.000.

Throughout her 30-year government caree;'.
Connie Mcl.indon has consistently achieved
outstanding success in both the operational and
advanced research aspects of information systems.
At the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA), for example, she participated in the
development of A RPA NET. an early forerunner of
electronic mail.

In 1980 7,Y1c1.indon was appointed to her SF5

position at :he Foundation. 5 ce that Mile. she has
revitalized NSF's information systems pro( essing.
with dramatic' improvements in service quality. ac-
ountability. and organizational productivity.

Senich. SunIcy, and windus each

awarded the rank of Meritorious tr:vecutire. This
award recognizes career SES members wlio have
demonstrated sustained accomplishment during
their executive cileers and carries a $10.000
stipend.

ti

P. Olmert

Judith Sunley:

Director,

Division of

Mathematical

Sciences, MPS

Donald Senkb:

Director, Division of

Industrial Science

and Technologkal

Innovation, STIA

I )on Senich has long been instrumental in
strengthening the Foundation's ties R. industry. In
IT' he developed the prototype for NSI-''s Small
Business Innovation Research (SHIR) program. In
fl 1988, NSF received more than 1.500 SBIR
proposals, a growth of over 60 percent since the
program began.

Judith Sunley has made many contributions to
the management of NSF and has shown outstand-
ing leadership of the I )ivision of Mathematical Sci-
ences. both currently as director (since 1987) and
previously as deputy director. Sculley also received
the first NSF I )ircom's ard for Fclual Opportu-
nity Achievement in I 980.



Margaret

Windus:

Director

Division of

Personnel and

Management

Margaret Windus has served in a wide variety
of roles at NSFas special assistant to the Director,
as executive officer of the National Scienc:.! Board,
and as director of Personnel and Management (her
position at this writing). She also has chaired an
NSF Task Force on Bureaucracy and Control, which
was widely credited with enhancing the electronic
flow of information at NSF and streamlining grant
awards and personnel processes.

Staff Notes
!idet G. Sundm became \Ws first perma-

nent Inspector General in May 1989, after serving
as Deputy Inspector General at the Deportment of
Commerce. Inspectors General (IG's) are charged
to uncover fraud. waste, abuse. and mismanage-
ment in the operations of federal departments anti
agencies, their contractors, and their grantees. In
1988, amendments to the Inspector General Act
required the appointment of 1(1's to 33 of the
smaller federal agencies, including NSF. stindro
and her staff report to the National Science Board.
to assure independence in their activities.

In Januiry 1989, Mao' Chitterhecaine NSF's
Assistant Di.ector for Biological, Behavi( )ral. and
Social tick flees. Clutter first Lame to NSF in 19-h as
program director for developmemal biology under
the Foundation's rotator program, Later in her

Maly E. Clutter:

Assistant Director for

Biologica4 Behavioral

and Social Sciences

F Karl Willenbrock:

Assistant Director

for Scientific,

Technological, and

International Affairs

career at NSF, she was division director of cellular
hiosciences and senior science advisor to NSF
Director Erich Bloch.

E c i ve September 1989, F. Karl illen-
Inbmckhecame Assistant Director for Scientific.
're( imological. and International Affairs. An
engineer. Willenbrock brings experience from
the university. federal. and private sect I le has
been a faculty 111C11111C1' and dean at I larvard

niversity. SI NY-Bulfalo, and southern Nlethodist
'niversitv.
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Senior Science

Advisor

Luther Williams

Richard J Green:

Director,

Research

Facilities

Office

/?ichardj. Orem. formerly Assistant Director
for the Scientific, Technological, and International
Affairs Directorate (STIA), became director of NSF's
new Research Facilities Office (see "Organizational
Changes" below). William B. C'o/e. Jr. previously,
director of NSF's grants and contracts division, is
the executive officer.

Lather Williams. a molecular biologist and
former president of Atlanta University, was named
senior science advisor to NSF Director Erich Bloch.
Before coming to NSF in June 1989, Williams was
deputy director of the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences at the National Institutes of
Health.

William C, Harris became director, Office of
Science and Technology Centers Development,
effective November 20, 1988. He had served as
associate (and later acting) director since this office
was established in 1987 to coordinate the NSF-wide
initiative in S&T centers development. Earlier, he
served as a program director with NSF's chemistry
divis;on.

William S. Kith). was selected as the new
director, Division of Grants and Contracts (DGC).
Kirby was formerly head of the DGC policy office.
While there, he founded the Grants Bulletin Board,
a popular electronic communication link for NSF
and many university grants offices and academic
departments.

In making key staff appointments. NSF took
the first steps toward implementing a new Presi-
dential Initiative in Safety, Environment, and Health
for the U.S. Antarctic Program (11SAP). The initia-
tive is a five-year effort; its goals are to (1) assure
that I 'SAP activities are in line with envi mmental
regulations for the area. (2) achieve year-round
operations at acceptable risk levels, and (3) im-
prove the facilities and procedures that are vital to
the general health and safety of l'SAP participants.

Among the appointments was that of Gary T
as Safety, Environment, and I Health Officer.

I le is developing policy and overseeing this new
aspect of the 1.SAP elk rt.
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Erich Bloch,

NSF Director

John H. Moore,

NSF Deputy Director

Maty L. Good,

Chairman, National

Science Board

Thomas B. Day,

Vice-Chairman,

National Science

Board
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LAWRENCE H. OLIVER

Directorate jin. CinnInder
and Inliwinalion ,Ccience
and I:ngineering ((.'I.5'E)

Tenure at NSF:
March 1966 it, pivsent

Special achievements:
In his long tenure at NSF, Larry Oliver has

been responsible fin' a number of education and
research programs, lie has served in the Office of
Science lnk inflation Services. the Office of Datil
Management Systems. and the Science Education
Directorate (now the Directorate for Science and
Engineering Education). He has been a part of the
Foundation's programs in computing almost from
the start. first in the Office Of Computing Activities,
later in the Division of Computer Research. and
now in the Office of Cross-Disciplinary Activities
in CISE.

In the last few years. Oliver anchored a num-
ber of new activities in response to the nc..d for
minority scientists and engineers. Working with the
Minority Institutions Infrastructure program. he
helped organize departments of computer science
and engineering at minority institutions into a new
professional society. Part of this (Akin resulted in
three professional societies working toether
assist in curriculum development and accreditation.
Oliver is now applying the same formula to develop
an effort, within (:ISE, to bring modern advances in
computer technology to bear on the problems of
persons with physical clisabilities.

Outside Interests:
)liver relaxes through his activities in musk.,

his church. and farming. I le plays the organ lor
Four choirs. chairs the lit )ard of I )(....R1 his

church. and grows !wart- and palate-w arming
jalapeno peppers in his garden.

*Pr.
Tenure at NSF:
October 198 to presort

PETER E. YANKWICH

Dityclorate Scioice
and EinVneeiiiis;
Education (SEE)

Special achievements:
In October 1985, Peter Yankwich. a physical

chemist. came to NSF on loan from the chemistry
department, I'M\ ersity of Illinois at Champaign-
l'rbana. 1 le became a permanent member of the
NSF staff in June 1988 and is currently SE.E's
executive officer.

Yankwich says that -planning, budgeting. staff
recruitment, quality assurance. representation. and
respondingfor SEF--are my principal activities."
The directorate's programs cover a wice range--
from kindergarten through postdoctoral levels, and
across NSF fields (mathematics, engineering,
and the sciences)--and they touch almost every
aspect of education. SFE's budget !ills nearly tripled
since Yankwich has been executive officer: "This
complex and interesting job,- he says. "lias become
an exciting opportunity to develop the Eounda-
tion's education programmini,.'

Outside interests:
Both Yankwich and his wife are ballet enthusi-

asts, and he is probably the only Arlington, Virginia
resident who IlleilloriZes passages of I ( in

ancient (reek while walking his English Springer
Spaniel.



DELOISE WASHINGTON

Directorate jhr Biological.

L'hariontl. and ,Social
Sciences 8135)

Tenure at NSF:
/96 710 present

Special achievements:
Deloise Washington joined NSF in 1967 as a

program secretary in the Division of Biological and
Medical Sciences. She progressed through the
ranks from program secretary to section head
secretary, division secretary. administrative officer,
and then to her present position as Administrative
Support Center manager in the Division of Molecu-
lar Riosciences. She has been employed condi,' i--
ously in the biology area and has worked for
numerous visiting scientists and division directors,

Washington's service and contributions to the
Foundation have been recognized by several
achievement awards. including the Superior
Accomplishment Award.

Previously employed by the Deft,' rtillellt of
I lealth. Education. and Welfare (now Ilealth
Human Services) and the I)epartment of Labor.
Washington has been a federal employee for more
than 28 years. To advance her career she has taken
many courses at George Washington I niversity
and other Washington-arca schools.

Outside interests:
Washington is married and has or' daughter.

She especially enjoys lamily at, avdream-

ing on the beach. When she is not involved with
activities for her daughter, she likes to read and
experiment with new recipes.

CAROL A. ROBERTS

DireCloralc'jhr
GeoSCienCes ((i/,O(

Tenure at NSF:
/988 to present

Special achievements:
In 1981. after competing for a slot on a nation

wide basis. Carol Roberts was accepted in the NSF

Senior Executive Servici..'s Candidate I )evelopment

Program, She completed the program in 1986 and
was employed by NSF in August 1988. In the inter-
im. she held a position with the Naval Air Systems
Command.

As Deputy Division Director of NSF's Division
of Polar Programs. she led the division effort to
establish a five-year Presidential Initiative in Safety.
Environment. and I lealth for the 1.*.S, Antarctic Pr )-

gram. She also developed an Antarctic air safety
plan with the I )0I ) 1..5. Navy and the I )cpartment
of State. for the Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meeting held in Paris in the fall of 1989.

Roberts' previous employment includes mana-
gerial positions with NASA and the Nitional Trans-
portation Safety Board ( NISID. She earned a P11.1).

in electrical engineering. is a registered profes-
sional engineer, and holds :1 commercial pilot's
license with instrument rating. She received the
198- Jerome F. Lederer' Award for technical excel-
lence in aircraft accident investigation from the
International Society of Air Safety Investigators.
This prestigious international award was for work
performed while ,it the

Outside interests:
Robes-Is and her husband enjoy travelling and

reading, and she is an avid ( tpera Lin. Personal

highlights of her job at NSF include the ,vporRinik
Io visit Antarctica. New tealand, and other faraway
places. Her personal motto (borrowed front loins
Pasteur): "(:Irincc favors the prepared
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LAWRENCE S.
GOLDBERG

Direa()Mte for
Engineerbig NG

Tenure at NSF:
October /985 to present

Special achievements:
Folkming a career as a laser physicist with the

Naval Research Laboratory. Lawrence Goldberg
came to NSF as program director !O the Quantum
Electronics. Waves, and Reams program. In this
position he has represented three very diverse
research areas ( lasers. plasmas. and electromagnet-
ics) and has initiated a number of specialized NSF
workshops on topics at the forefront of these fields.

In 1988, Goldberg was asked to prepare and
present testimony on photonics research at NSF for
two congressional subcommittee hearings explor-
ing the state of this technology. lie has encouraged
researchers in engineering disciplines, particularly
in critical technology areas. to conduct cooperative
research abroad in Japan. and has organized a work-
shop and spoken at professional meetings on the
subject. In the summer of 1989, he served as acting
head of NSF's Tokyo Office: there he pursued
discussions at .Japanese industrial laboratories on
opportunities tor visiting American researchers.

Outside interests:
Goldberg speaks iiiient German and has lived

and travelled extensively abroad. Ile has three
children and shares his wife's ayocation as a
ceramic artist in the design and construction of
fountains and sculpture for garden settings, The
family also enjoys its Bethany Beach In muse on the
Eastern Shore of i)t.'laware.

ihr

CARMELLA D. WILLIAMS

Directorate
Mathematical and
Physical Sciences MPS)

Tenure at NSF:
1977 to proent

Special achievements:
Camelia Williams began her career in NSF's

personnel office while attending high school in
1977, t ilomn her graduation in 1978. she went to
the physics division as a clerk-typist, providing
support to all programs in the division. From 1979
until 1989, she provided support services to the
Elementary Particle Physics program. where she
was known as a problem solver and as extremely
efficient in helping to manage the program. She is
held in high regard by high-energy physicists
throughout the country. Early in 1989. Williams
was selected for her current position as secretary to
the Division Director f(mr Physics.

)uring her association with NSF, Williams has
received many performance awards, served as a
counselor in the Equal Employment Opportunity
program, and continued her education through
\srs After-110ms program. This program enabled
her to attend Southeasternl"niversity in Washington
I ).C.. where she obtained an associate degree in
accounting. She is presently pursuing a bachelor's
degree in finance at George Washington l'niversitv
in Washington. I ),(

Outside interests:
In .tcicliticm to her continuing education.

V'illiams. other interests include basketball. real
estate for investment purposes, and volunteering
her at a local church to work with children and
senior citizens. Iler long-term goal is tom become a
Certified Public Accountant and establish an inde-
pendent accounting practice.



JLNINIFER BOND

niectunite ,cci('nt

Tecimoh)gical. and
laternational,1%%airs(S77,11

Tenure at NSF:
,c(pteber /976 /o present

Special achievements:
Jennifer Bond began her NSF career after

serving in science policy positions in the Brazilian
Space Itesearch Institute, the National Academy of
SCIcnCes. the World Bank, and the Center for Policy
Alternatives at NIIT.

Since 1983. Bond has been highly successful in
expanding NSF efforts to identify. acquire. and
analyze international Science t!,; Technology (Ilitli
from a wide range of domestic and h,.eign sources.
I ler extensive involvement with the international
ConlilllinitV has resulted iii nett and inlpultint
additions t() the international !i&I'Llatabase. and has
helped develop comparative analyses of interna-
tional resources and activities. Fatly in her career.
13°11(1 Mack' major contributions to the develop-

ment of gliantitatik. indicators inorpuralcd into
the hicnnial National Science Board report. .S.ciencc
and /..)/gieering hu/icaturs,

Outside interests:
Away from NSF Bond denotes much tinge and

encrgV I() the Stank )ril Alumni Society. h) church
and other charitable activities. and to dancing.

CATHERINE HANDLE

1)/IVC/oral('lar
AcbranistraIiim /..11).11

-'111 Tenure at NSF:
197i I() preseni

Special achievements:
(;:thcrinc i begat) her career \Yid] NSF

as a clerk ttpist in the I)irectorate for A(ImMistra-
t She progressed to secretary. aelmitlistratiVe

clerk.:tnd than to her current position as personnel
assistant in the 1)ivision of Personnel and NI1mage-
mem.

Since P)7(). I lan(lle has been the principal ad-
ministrator for personnel activities associate('
\yith NSF's pr()grams for rotational stall. Worl:ing
closely with Visiting Scientists and employees on
detail to NSF through Intergovernmental Personnel
Agreements (IPA). she explains and implements
the rules pertaining to travel. benefits. household
moves, and reimbursements. !ler personal concern
is evident as she helps these new employees
acclimate to NSF and the Washington. 1).C. area.

I landle's responsibilities include assisting NSF
managerial stall through her efforts to find and
recruit scientific personnel 1)y preparing vacancy
announcements and advertising for these positions
through various media. including professional
journals. She has designed created a ustom-
ize(' database pertaining to rotational stall that has
hecunke invaluable to many VII: calccs.

Outside interests:
A vat' from NSF. I Lindic enjoys activities \Vith

her Othur interests include Church tail i-
ties, 1)(Avling. and needle\\ wk. she has recently
realized a life -Ions; Ambition to studv the piano.
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Y.T. CHIEN

Direct( ,wte for Cinnpi t ter
and Infiwmation Science
and Engineering USE)

Tenure at NSF:
1982-83: 1985 to present

Special achievements:
After training as an electrical engineer and

then teaching, Y.T. Chien came to NSF, on a one-
year rotational assignment, as program director ;or
intelligent systems. He then went to the Office of
Naval Research to do robotics research, but re-
turned to NSF to run the Robotics and Machine

Intelligence program. When the new CISE director-
ate was established in 1986, he became the Divi-

sion Director for Information, Robotics, and
Intelligent Systems.

Chien has been the guiding force for this
division through a period of growth and change.
He initiated joint programs with other federal
agencies to provide unique funding opportunities
for research in computer vision and speech recog-
nition. He helped organize a highly visible seminar
series featuring technical presentations by NSF staff
and external scientists. This biweekly series has
become a widely recognized public forum by the
Washington, D.C.-area USE research community.

Outside interests:
In his spare time, Chien enjoys sports as a

spectator. He is marricd and has two sons and one
daughter. He serves ()II several professional society

committees and publications boards as a volunteer
officer.

BEVERLY DIAZ

Dityctorate fir Scieiltific,
Tecbnological and

, International 41fitirs (DM)

Tenure at NSF:
September 1980 to prpsen.

Special achievements:
Beverly Diaz has held a wide-range of support

positions in the Division of International Programs
(INT). She began her NSF career in 1980 as a
secretary, first in the Saudi Arabian program: then
in the Latin America and Pacific Section. Her duties
broadened in the next several years to include
participation in the U.S.-People's Republic of China
program and as secretary to head of the Industrial-
ized Countries Section of INT.

This diverse program experience, including
additional duties in fiscal matters, prepared Diaz for
advancement, and she returned to the Saudi
Arabian program in the fall of 1981 as a program
specialist. This office, which has been renamed the
Science and Technology (SCITECH) Project Office,
relies on Diaz to maintain and administer more
than 20 key contracts. These contracts require
extensive liaison with scientific and academic
institutions which provide information and techni-
cal assistance to the Saudi scientific community.

She assists in the review process of the annual
competition that makes wants to Saudi Arabian
scientists in basic and applied research.

Diaz also has served successfully as one of the
Foundation's Administrative Support Center manag-
ers. In each position held. she has exhibited a high
degree of competence and a great capacity to
succeed.

Outside interests:
Diaz is an avid reader :Ind enjoys listening to

music anti visiting with her iwo sons and their
Unifies. She also maintains (rose ties with flintily
members living in Puerto Rio ).
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NINA MATHENY ROSCHER

Director ate ji,r .S'cietice mid

Engineering 1:7lucalion

Tenure at NSF:
June 1986 to present

Special achievements:
Nina Roscher began working for NSF on a

part-time basis in June of 1986, Since September
1988 she has been on loan from American Univer-

sity's department of chemistry.
Roscher began her work at NSF with the

chemistry portion of the Instructional Laboratory
Improvement program. Since 1988, she has been
director of the undergraduate Faculty Enhance-
ment program in the Division of Undergraduate
Science, Engineering, and Mathemitics Education
(USEME).

Because student mentoring is one of her many
concerns, Roscher has actively sought undergradu-
ate students to work with the professional staff in
the USEME division. And as a participating mem-
ber of the American Chemical Society. she ad-
dresses another of her concerns through her
frequent lectures on issues related to women in
chemistry.

Outside interests:
The majority of Roscher's spare time is spent in

the continuing construction. landscaping, and re-
modeling of a cabin shell she purchased several
years ago in Lost River. West Virginia.
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Operations: New Award Mechanism
The Foundation has launched a new effort

called Small Grants for Explorattwy Research
(SGER). The aim of this new award mechanism is
to fund small-scale. high-risk expkwatk..-y work in
the fields of science, engineering, and education
supported by NSF. Only brief proposals are re-
quired, and they are not subject to the usual NSF
external review.

Proposed work may include preliminary re-
search on untested and novel ideas; ventures into
emerging research areas; research requiring urgent
access to specialized data, facilities, or equipment:

or similar exploratory. efforts likely to catalyze inno-
vative advances. Grants are normally for one year,
are not renewable, and are limited to $50,000. Anv
NSF program may spend up to 5 percent of its
budget on SGER awards.

Simplified Grants
The Federal Demonstration Project ( FDP) is

the second phase of a 1986 effort to test standard,

simplified terms and conditions for federal awards.
When it began, ['DP (then called the Florida
Demonstration Project ) involved NSF, four other
lederal agencies, the Florida State t n iversi ty
system, and the i'liversity of Miami. Joining those
original parties now are four more federal partici-
pants and 3.+ more grantee instituti(n from
states.'

The first phase or this project showed measur-
able success in streamlining much of the paper-

ork and regulations in government-sponsored
university' research. By spending less time on
federal regulatory requirements and unnecessary
paperwork, researchers spent more time on their
research and increased their productivity.

The Foundation also launched .1 totally
electronic timecard system for its personnelthe
first of its kind in the federal government. And NSF'
eliminated more than 800,(100 sheets of paper a

'0)riginal Ictleral Sciciict. 1utilitimi()11,
insiiitiics 01 I It.:11111, ( Alice ul

Agrit tilitirel)tpartint.hi. rticrgy I Ichatutu nt. Atitlitil,11.11 411(1,11
I S. A rIlly Restart h I )c1 ch

(:( )01111.111t1: I:11011 )11111c111:11 1)11 )11 Agt- Alt ( )111 )1, /nig
Ahl ;111(1 \Icntal I il11111 Aill111111%11',111( HI: All- h t ( )1 I( t

year fit im its financial and administrative operations
by doing mire tasks electronically and otherwise
streamlining paper requirements.

Organizational Changes
In December 1988, the Foundation established

the Research Facilities Office ( RI:01 to provide

leadership, coordination, and oversight in this
critical area. The facilities office, reporting to the
NSF Director. is assessing current and future needs,
developing approaches to meet tht)se needs, and
helping to delineate the responsibilities of federal
and slate governments, academic institutions,
industry, and others investing in and supporting
research facilities.

This office is also developing NSF's implemen-
tation of the Academic Research Facilities Moderni-
zation Program. enacted as part of the National
Science Foundation Authorization Act of 1988.
The RFO submitted to Congress, in August 1989,
a report' recommending that:

1. A combination of government and private
funding mechanisms is needed to address the
repair. renovation, and construction of research
facilities.

2. The federal government should consider a
number of possible initiatives, such as (a 1 targeted
programs in various agencies, with appri,viate
funding: (11) modifying federal cost principles with
regard to use allowances. depreciation, and other

facility-related costs; (c) removing or increasing the
$150 million cap on tax-exempt bonds; (d ) addi-
tional tax and other incentives to encourage
support of facilities and equipment.

Other Organizational News
In March 1989. NSF's Directorate 14 Enmineering

consolidated its seven divisions into six. They are:
Chemical and Thermal Systems
Electrical and Communications Systems

Mechanical and Structural Systems

1)esign and :Manufacturing Systems

Biological and Critical Systems
Engineering Centers

II( Oer1112111.1.; .1( (lilt IIIIt Ir I it I ( (11111,1;'how

I \`,1' 5t) Oil
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In the Directorate for Science and Engineering
Education. the Office of 'ndergraduate Science,
Engineering, and ,Mathematics FLILICat k ( 'SFNIF

became a division with the same name.

Board News
The National Science Board has set up three new

task committees to consider issues and nuke
recommendations on (1) Europe in 1992: Implica-
tions for LS. Science and Technology. (2) Indus-
trial Support for Research and Development, and
(3) the Global Environment. One objective for
these committees will be to involve other federal
agencies in the NSB committee process and in

implementing future recommendations,
The Board also issued two mai() reports during

the fiscal year:

lhe Role q'ihe Nationai ,s'cience i/nub/ion
In Economic Competitiveness (statement of
October Li, 1988, plus committee report )

/?cport of the AV.5/3 Committe on Openness

orS'ientific Communication ( NSB )38-215,
December 1988), which includes recommenda-
tions for NSF. the federal government in general.
the universities, and professional societies.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

I know much, but seek to know more.

Wo(fgang Von Goethe, Doktor Faustus

finding a possible galaxy in its birth throes,F
creating a new state of matter, imaging organic
molecules in one ten-billionth of a second
these are among the endeavors that NSF supported
in 1989. Since its founding in 1950, NSF has en-
couraged thousands of such quests into the un-
known and helped spark interest in research areas
ranging from atmospheric science to building
safety, from anthropology to robotics. Many of
these projects have required intensive collabora-
tions and the sharing of resources, and the Founda-
tkm has taken the lead in promoting and initiating
such c'ooper'ation.

NSF also achieved an education milestone in
1989: it has supported more than 25,000 fellow-
ships for graduate students in science and engi-
neering. Such fellowships help form the backbone
oldie 1.'.S. research community. infusing new
people and talent into areas of basic and applied
science. Nurturing the spirit of natural curiosity by
supporting innovative research and promoting the
importance of science education are continuing
challenges that NSF laces. Indeed, they are integral
parts of its mission as the Foundation ber,ins a
finith decade of actiVilV.
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Fractal graphics- -

computer graphics

derived from new

concepts in the

geometry of

dynamical systems
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NSF SENIOR STAFF AND NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS (FY 1989)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
SENIOR STAFF

(as of September 30, 1989)

Assistant DirectoOhr .1k/then/Mica/ (111(1 Phrsic/
Nciences (Acting),
NI. Kent Wilson

/)inytor. Assistant /)irectorihrScience and /:),,gineering
Erich Bloch FMction,

Bassani Z. Shal:hashiri
/A/nn )' Director,
John I I. Ntooll..

Senior Science Advisor.
Luther S. Williams

Genera/ Onnse/,
Charles II. Herz

.issistant Directm i»..SCientific,
and international All'ans.
F. Karl Willenhns-k

Assistatit DireckwihrAdmittistration,
Geoffrey I. Fenstermacher

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
Oirector. (Vice (0.egistative mut Pliblic (addresses as of Sept. 30, 19M)
Raymond E. Bye, Jr.

Terms Expire May 10, 1990
Controller, (Vice ()Mudge! and Contro/.
Sandra D. Toye PERRY L. Al KISSON, Chancellor. Texas A&N1

'niversity System, College Station, 'IN
Di,ctor, Wice of/Own/lio,/ ,rystems,
Constance K. NIcLindon

I firector, l,SCience and 'technology
(Agile's Ikeelopment.
\Villiani C. Harris

Dhector. Research Facilities Office.
Richard J. Green

Assistant Din'clorjhr
and Social Sciences.
Marti' E. Clutter

Assistant Oil ector.Ihr Computer and lnlimnation
Science and Engineering.
William Wulf

Assistant Pim:Mr./Or Engineering.
John A. White

Assistant /Thectoriiir Gooscicnces.
::.,hers W. Cord

ANNELISE G. ANDERSON, Senior Research Fellow.
The I kmer Institution. Stanford I 'niversity,
Stanford, CA

CRAIG C. BLACK. Director, Los Angeles County
NIu.seum of Natural I listory. I.()ti Angeles, CA

RI F\ R. COWEL, 1)ireck, Nlarylancl Biotechnok)gy
Institute and Professor ()I Nficrol)iology.
l'niversitv of NlaiTland, College Pad:, NII)

IONIAS B. DAY. (Vice (:hairman. National Science
Board ), President, San I State I 'niversitv.
San 1)icg( ). (; A

JANILS J. I )11 )FliSTAI )T. President, I .nit er.sity of
Nlichigan. Ann Arluw, NII

K. JI NI LINI)STEI)T-SIVA. \tanager. Environnwntal
sciences. Atlantic Richfield Company. Los Angeles.
t



KENNET} I L. NORD1VEDT,.IR., Professor of Physics,

Department of Physics, Montana State I 'niversitr,
Bozeman, MT

Terms Expire May 10, 1992

FREDERICK P. BROOKS.IR., Kenan Professor of

Computer Science, Tniversity of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill. NC

F. Al COTTON, W.T. Doherty-Welch Fouda-
tion Distinguished Professor of Chemistry and

Director, Laboratory for Molecular Structure and

Bonding, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX

MARY L. GOOD, (Chairman, National Science

Board), Senior Vice President, Technology, Allied-

Signal Corporation, Inc., Morristown, NI

JOHN C. HANCOCK. Retired Executive Vice Presi-

dent, United Telecommunications. Inc.. Consultant.
Kansas City, MO

JAMES B. HOLDERMAN, President, University of

South Can,lina, Columbia. SC

JAMES L. POWELL, President, Reed College.

Ponland, OR

FRANK H. I. RI IODES, President. Cornell I 'Myer-

sity, Ithaca, NY

HOWARD A. SCI !NEI! W.RNIAN, Senior Vice Pn..si-

dent for Research and Development and Chief
Scientist. Mons:tnto (:ompany. St. Louis. MO

Terms Expfre May 10, 1994

WARREN J. BAKER, President. California Polytechnic

State !niversity, San Luis Obispo. CA

Alil)EN L. liENINT. Jr., Vice President. Teelmical
Resources, TIZNX'. Inc., Cleveland, ( )I I

DANIEL C. DRUCKER, Graduate Research Professor.

Depanment of Aerospace Engineering, Mechanics

and Engineering Science, I fliversity of Florida,
Gainesville, FL

CI !ARLES L. HOSLER, Senior Vice President for

Research and Dean of Graduate School. Pennsylva-

nia State I.7niversity, University Park, PA

ROLAND W. SCI IMI'IT, President, Rensselaer

Polytechnic. Institute Troy. NY

(Three vacancies)

Member Ex Officio

ERIC!! BLOCII, Director, National Science Founda-
tion, Washington, DC

* * *

'THOMAS ['BOIS, Executive Officer, National Science

Board, National Science Foundation, Washington,
DC

* * *

LINDA G. SI 'NI)RO. Inspector General, National
Science Foundation, V'ashington. DC
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PATENTS AND FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1989
Patents and Inventions Resulting
from Activities Supported by NSF

During fiscal year 1989, the Foundation received
196 invention disclosures. Allocations of rights to
87 of those inventions were made by September 30,
1989. These resulted in dedication to the public
through publication in 41 cases, retention of
principal patent rights by the grantee or inventor in
46 instances, and transfer to other government
agencies in 16 cases. Licenses were received by the
Foundation in 7- patent applications filed by
grantees and contractors who retained principal
rights in their inventions.

Financial Report for Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

Research and Related Activities
Appropriation

Fund Availability
Fiscal year 1989 Appropriation $1,620.50
Unobligated balance available,

start of year .62
Adjustments to prior year accounts .56

Fiscal year 1989 availability $1,621.68

Obligations
Total, all directorates $1,492.39
Program Pevelopment and

Management 91.29

Subtotal, obligations $1,583.68

Unobligated balance available, end
of year $ 37.95

tinobligated balance lapsing $ .05

Total, fiscal year 1989
availability for Research and
Related Activities $1,621.68

U.S. Antarctic Program Activities
Appropriation

Fund Availability
Fiscal year 1989 appropriation $131.00
11nobligated balance available,

start of year .15
Adjustments to prior year

accounts .09

Fiscal year 1989 availability

Science and Engineering Education
Activities Appropriation

Fund Availability
Fiscal year 1989 appropriation 171.00
141obligated balance available.

start of year $ .04

Adjustments to prior year
,arc( unts .19

Fiscal year 1989 availability

$ 131.24

$ 171.23

It( I I tst .t1 `i U.11- ( ingrt..ss lurttlu.ttittn I It I Apprpriation%



Table I.
Biological, Behavioral, and Social
Sciences, Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

l'able 3.

Engineering, Fiscal Year 1989
( Dollars in Millions)
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Number of
Awards Amount

Number of
Award's Amount

Molecular Biosciences 599 S 46.7o Chemical & Thermal Systems 506 $ 30.98
Cellular Biosciences 868 55.53 Mechanical & Structural Systems 110 23.04
Biotic Systems and Resources 779 62.82 Electrical & Communications Systems 472 29.87
Behavioral and Neural Sciences 799 41.83 Design & Manufacturing Systems 270 18.05
Social and Economic Science 510 30.87 Biological & Critical Systems .171 34.07
Instrumentation and Resources 114 36.57 Engineering Infrastructure
Science and Technology Centers 2 .4.15 Development 153 10.62

Engineering Centers 105 40.43
Total 3.971 S281.47

Total 2.387 $187,06

Tab/e 2.

Computer and Information Science
and Engineering, Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

"fable 4.

Geosciences, Fiscal Year 1989
( Dollars in 'Millions)

Number of
Awards Amount

Number of
Awards Amount

Computer and Computation Atmospheric Sciences 600 S 98.58
Research 332 $ 21.17 Earth Sciences 815 54.22

Information, Robotics and Ocean Sciences 858 145.88
Intelligent Systems 288 19.1.4 Arctic Research 128 10.29

Nlicroelectronic Information Science and Technology Centers 1 .94
Processing Systems

Advanced Scientific Computing
182 14.98

55.59
Total 2,402 5309.91

Networking and Communications
Research and Infrastructure 1 1 .1 1'7.61

Cross-Disciplinary Activities 9 17..t3
Science and Technology 2 6.92

Total 1.054 5151.84

"#
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/ill*, S.
Mathematical and Physical Sciences,
Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

',Mathematical Sciences
Astronomical Sciences
Physics
Chemistry'
Nlaterials Research
Nlajor Research Equipment
Science an(I Technology Centers

Total

Number ul

A%vards Ainutini

S (1(1.02

89.22
I 22.28
9().-;

I 1 i08

13.9i

1.331 S503.80

Table 6.

Science and Engineering Education,
Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

Numher ul
Av. ads

Research Career Developn lent
Nlaterials Development, Rewarch.

and Informal Science dlicathin
Teacher Prepaatkin and

Enhancement
Studies and Program Assessment
Undergraduate Science, Engineering.

and Mathematics Education

Total

Anunint

283 S 30,98

1 3.99

i7 03.00
),1 Li()

in2 28.00

S1-1.13

Table 7.

Scientific, Technological, and
International Affairs, Fiscal Year 1989
(Dollars in Millions)

Nainibur
Av ads

Industrial S & T Innovation
Intern:ill Coop. Sci. Acti%
Policy Research and Analysis
Sciences Resources Studies
Research Initiati( in and Improvement

Total

Ainutini

233 S 19.0i
11.22

II Ki

t- t.20
I. 22.9,i

S '18.31

Table 8.

U.S. Antarctic Program, Fiscal Year 1989
( Dollars in Nlillions)

Nuinhr ()I
:Wards

l'.S. Antarctic Research Program
Operations Antarctic Program
Major Construction and Procurement

Total

Iii

195

Ain Hint

)111't (.11 I')91 li(Rigt1 ti 1 ( m.4
1ppwrii.itit,ns t 1).11.1 1,1111(.0



Other NSF Publications of General Interest

About the National .S'cieace Paw (1)1()chtire)

,1,15/.7311lleti11 (published monthly except in July

and August)

l'iddications (il.the,\ational.S.cieliceFotaidation

Gnarlsfi)r Research and I:di wation ill .Ccieace
and EINincering

Guide to Programs

( booklet )

.1losa ic Magazine

;VS/ Oinvtions (bimnthly newsletter)

Single copies of these publications are available Innn
Forms and Publications, NSF, 1800 G Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 205.30, (202) 357-"W)

FY I989 Annual Report

Principal writer: Rcui Cowen
I )esign: I lausmann Graphic. I )esign, Inc.
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MOSAIC
The Natiorql Science Foundation is charged to help stretch and
redefine research frontiers. It must also communicate with
the scientists, engineers, administrators, educators, and students
at work along those frontiers. Part of that job falls to the
magazine Mosaic, a uniquely readable and reliable account
of current work and thought in the vast array 01 research areas
with which NSF is concerned. Mosaic has shown itself to
be valuable to those who perform, teach, study, or otherwise
care about scientific and engineering research. It is also
generally available. To receive a sample copy. write: Distribution.
Mosaic 15271, NSF. Washington. O.C. 20550.
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UNITE()
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The Antarctic Journal of the United States,
established in 1966, is published quarterly
(March, June, September, and December)
with a fifth annual review issue by the MI.
sion of Polar Programs of the National
Science Foundation. The Journal reports on
U.S. activities in Antarctica and related
activities elsewhere, and on trends in the
U.S. Antarctic Research Program. For a cur
rent review of U.S. antarctic activities, use
the form on this card.
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